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Abstract
Spontaneous organisation of convection is investigated using a cloud resolving
model with a convection permitting horizontal resolution of 2 km integrated
for periods exceeding a month. In the simulations, convection spontaneously
organises into clusters occurring in a single moist region surrounded by a dry
convection-free region, reproducing the results of previous studies using a range
of diﬀerent models. Energy budget diagnostics are used to conﬁrm the diabatic
processes that lead to, or oppose, organisation as the simulations progress. Fur-
ther analysis on the level of organization is provided using a new organization
index that uses the statistics of nearest neighbour cumulative distribution func-
tion. The sensitivity of the organised state to the domain setup and imposed
winds is investigated.
A range of sensitivity experiments are conducted to document the strength
of the organisation to the representation of the sub-grid mixing, which conﬁrm
how the entrainment mixing into updraughts is key to the establishment and
eventual degree of the organised state. Schemes that produce low entrainment
in the lower free-troposphere can prevent the occurrence of organisation. This
shows that the entrainment mixing process appears to be a crucial component
and a necessary but not suﬃcient condition for organisation, despite recent
emphasis on radiative feedbacks as the main driver for organisation. This also
leads to the slightly concerning conclusion that the occurrence and eventual
strength of organisation depends on the sub-grid scale turbulence formulation
in models, an aspect of the model setup that receives limited attention.
Experiments are conducted using ﬁxed-depth energy balance slab model
and the organization structure disappears as a result of negative feedback from
shortwave radiation. These preliminary integrations suggest the ﬁxed depth
slab ocean have the potential to slow or prevent organization. In contrast, ex-
periments that use a wind-driven evolving mixed layer depth and heat transfer
with a deeper 200m layer were still found to display self-organization.
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 Cumulus clouds
Convective cumulus clouds are a predominant in the tropics. Convection is
mainly classiﬁed as shallow and deep cumulus clouds. Shallow cumulus, with
a vertical extent below the 500 hPa level, are short-lived and generate little
precipitation, although the radiative impact of the cloud cover they generate
is important for climate (Bony and Dufresne, 2005; Medeiros et al., 2008).
Deep convection, which reaches close to the tropical tropopause (or on oc-
casion overshoots, penetrating the stratosphere Schmetz et al., 1997; Küpper
et al., 2004) is characterized by the presence of strong vertical velocity, intense
precipitation, turbulence and higher vertical height (above the 500 hPa level).
Deep convection has a signiﬁcant role in the atmospheric energy cycle by reg-
ulating the transport of momentum, water vapor and heat. Deep convective
regions are characterized by being more humid on average than subsidence
regions and higher upper tropospheric cloud cover associated with the anvils.
The fractional area of the tropics covered by convection is critical for the mean
tropical climate and its sensitivity (Pierrehumbert, 1995; Lindzen et al., 2001;
Emanuel et al., 2014)
1.2 Deep convection
Convection refers to any motion driven by the buoyancy, and in the atmosphere
is manifested as vertical motions of air parcels due to atmospheric instability
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driven by surface heating and radiative cooling of the atmosphere. The convec-
tion motions are referred to as deep when parcels originating in the boundary
layer exceed the trade inversion layer, and then generally continue either to the
mid-tropospheric levels associated with the melting layer or mostly to the up-
per troposphere (Johnson et al., 1999). Although the net eﬀect of convection is
to dry the atmosphere, deep convection is a local source of water vapor in free
troposphere (e.g Betts, 1990). In general, it can be considered as a transport
process where boundary layer heat, moisture and momentum are transported
upward and redistributed throughout the atmosphere.
The key processes involved in the life cycle of a single cumulus clouds and
its interaction with the environment are shown in ﬁgure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Deep convective cumulus cloud and its interaction with environment.
1. When a relatively warmer parcel of air moves upwards in a conditionally
unstable atmosphere, it expands and cools as it goes higher and becomes
saturated if it is lifted high enough. The latent heating of condensa-
tion/freezing provides additional source of energy that enables the parcel
of air to reach to level of neutral buoyancy, turbulent mixing occurs with
the environment at the edge of the cloud (Houze Jr, 2014).
2. Much of the condensed water falls out of the column as precipitation
while a proportion of the vapor is detrained at the level of neutral buoy-
ancy. Precipitation eﬃciencies are necessarily high for tropospheric-deep
parcel motion.
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3. Subsidence occurs in the cloud-free environment balancing the upward
convective mass ﬂux and warms the air adiabatically as it descends to-
wards the surface.
4. The air arriving at the level of neutral buoyancy is detrained from the
cloud, and cooling may occur when the cloud drops/crystals undergo
evaporation/sublimation.
5. The cloud anvil impacts the radiation balance by increasing cloud albedo
that reduces the radiative heating of the atmosphere below the cloud and
the surface. On the other hand, it reduces emittance of infrared radiation
which makes the atmosphere warmer.
6. The downdraft from mid-troposphere introduces cool and dry air into
the boundary layer and it generates gust fronts at the surface that can
trigger new convective events (e.g Tompkins, 2001b).
In the life cycle of a single cumulus cloud, it is observed that deep convection
is the result of environmental instability and plays an important role to re-
stabilize the system by heating and moistening the free troposphere. One of
the key process for the formation of deep convection is the release of latent
heat which provides extra energy for air parcels to reach the level of neutral
buoyancy (Houze Jr, 2014). Clouds air parcels detrainment can make the upper
atmosphere cooler and wetter. Subsidence in the cloud free area balances the
upward mass ﬂux and warms the air adiabatically. Mid-troposphere mixing
with updraughts can form downdraughts that can bring dry and cool air to
the boundary layer. In addition to this, the interaction of the radiation with
the cloud anvil is indicated to remarkably aﬀect the heating and cooling of the
atmosphere (e.g Ramanathan and Collins, 1991; Chou and Neelin, 1999).
1.3 Organization of convection
Organized or isolated convection is observed for both shallow and deep cumu-
lus clouds with cloud sizes ranging from less than 100 m to tens of kilometers.
Larger scale mesoscale organisation and large cloud clusters can occur on scales
up to hundreds to even thousands of kilometres (Lilly and Gal-Chen, 2013;
Houze Jr, 2014). These large scale phenomena include short-lived aggregation
of a few thunderstorms, well-organized squall lines, and long-lived tropical
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storms and hurricanes. Organized convection is ubiquitous in the global cli-
mate and plays an important role in earth's hydrological cycle (Fritsch and
Forbes, 1997). Most extreme events such as heavy rain, ﬂash ﬂoods and severe
weather are associated with mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) (Fritsch and
Forbes, 1997; Mathon et al., 2002).
Deep convection is widely observed in the tropics over regions of warm
sea surface temperatures (SST) or high land temperatures. Figure 1.2 shows
an infrared image of the Inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) that circles
the globe near the equator, indicated by bands of deep cold clouds that are
white in the image. This image reveals various levels of convective organisation
that extend from clusters of thunderstorms to linearly or nonlinearly organized
squall lines and MCSs, and tropical cyclones/hurricanes on the largest scales.
Figure 1.2: Infrared image from GOES 14 showing the inter Tropical convergence
zone.(Source https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/).
Within the ITCZ, convectively coupled equatorial waves are observed to
propagate in eastward or westward directions and these waves are identiﬁed
as important mechanisms for organisation of convection (Kiladis et al., 2009).
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Equatorial waves are observed in a wide range of frequencies that vary from a
period of one week or more in the case of Rossby and Kelvin waves, to a period
of around a day to a few days for higher frequency mixed Rossby gravity and
inertio gravity waves (e.g Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; Wheeler et al., 2000).
The peculiar behavior of tropical waves is demonstrated in simulations con-
ducted by Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ (2001) using a two dimensional planetary
scale (20,000 km) CRM. They observed the propagation of mesoscale orga-
nized systems in westward direction, while the mesoscale organized convective
systems propagate in west to east direction. This large scale movement of
the convective envelope associated with Kelvin waves, while the propagation
of mesoscale organized systems is related to the higher frequency equatorial
waves (e.g Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ, 2001; Kiladis et al., 2009).
Beside the convectively coupled equatorial waves, the Madden-Julian Os-
cillation (MJO) is observed to aﬀect large scale organisation of convection in
Tropics Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ (2001). MJO is one of the most striking
patterns of convection in the tropics (e.g Madden and Julian, 1971), which is
a quasi-periodic convective activity that propagates eastward at around 5 m
s−1 and dominates the intra-seasonal (30 to 90 day) variability of the atmo-
sphere. Recent studies highlight the need for a better representation of deep
convection in global climate models in order to appropriately represent MJO
(Grabowski, 2003a).
1.4 Radiative-Convective Equilibrium
A single deep convective cumulus cloud has been shown to interact with the
environment by transporting heat and moisture in the atmospheric column
and modulating the radiation budget through the formation of cloud anvils.
This interaction is complicated when the interaction of additional clouds and
large scale ﬂow is considered. Therefore, the problem is frequently studied in
an idealized framework modelling the state of radiative convective equilibrium
(RCE). This has been widely used to understand the fundamental actions
of convection without variations in large scale ﬂows (e.g Held et al., 1993;
Sui et al., 1994; Tompkins and Craig, 1998a,b; Tompkins and Craig, 1999;
Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ, 2001; Robe and Emanuel, 2001; Grabowski and
Moncrieﬀ, 2002; Grabowski, 2003b; Bretherton et al., 2005; Grabowski, 2006b;
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Stephens et al., 2008; Muller and Held, 2012; Wing and Emanuel, 2014). In
this state the tropical atmosphere compensates the net radiation cooling by
subsidence heating in free troposphere which is driven by the convective latent
heating, in a mean sense, averaged over the life time of many clouds.
One of the early examples of using RCE to study the tropical atmosphere
employed a single column model (Manabe and Strickler, 1964). They intro-
duced a ﬁxed lapse rate constraint to their 1D radiative equilibrium model to
approximate the eﬀects of convection. More recently, two dimensional mod-
els (e.g Held et al., 1993; Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ, 2001), three dimensional
models (Tompkins and Craig, 1998a) including channel-like three dimensional
domains (e.g Tompkins, 2001a; Stephens et al., 2008; Wing and Timothy,
2015), have been used with O(1km) convective-permitting resolutions to study
RCE, although Tompkins and Craig (1998a); Tompkins (2000a) argued that
little numerical advantage was to be gained from the use of 2D models, which
had the drawback of modifying the equilbrium mean state by the artiﬁcial
constraint on the circulation geometry. With the advancement of computa-
tional resources, recent cloud resolving models (CRM) use three dimensional
domains of many hundreds of kilometres (e.g Bretherton et al., 2005; Muller
and Held, 2012; Wing and Emanuel, 2014), now approaching the planetary
scale (Bretherton and Khairoutdinov, 2015). RCE simulations can help to un-
derstand water vapor interactions and the role of radiative transfer and surface
ﬂuxes in mediating these interactions (Bretherton et al., 2005).
The time scale of the experiments required to achieve RCE is determined by
radiation (Tompkins and Craig, 1998b). Radiative cooling rates are identiﬁed
to determine the adjustment time scale through their control of the subsidence
velocity in a clear sky environments surrounding the convection (Tompkins
and Craig, 1998b), eﬀectively determining the tropospheric-deep mixing time.
In the absence of large scale convergence in a state of radiative convective equi-
librium, the subsidence velocity is constrained by radiative cooling as indicated
by equation 1.1.
ws =
〈Qrad〉
ρcpH
dθ
dz
(1.1)
where ws is subsidence velocity, 〈Qrad〉 is a column integrated radiative cooling
per unit area, ρ is mean density and dθ
dz
is lapse rate.
The mixing time scale is the time it takes for a theoretical parcel to pass
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through the depth of the convective layer (H) with subsidence velocity ws as
given in equation 1.2
τrad =
ws
H
(1.2)
where τrad is the radiative mixing time scale The RCE simulations with a three
dimensional CRM conducted by Tompkins and Craig (1998b) to determine the
adjustment time scale of tropical atmosphere found the long adjustment time
scale to be around 30 days. However, this time scale is much longer in the
presence of interactive sea surface temperature (Cronin and Emanuel, 2013).
1.5 Mechanisms
It is known that large scale forcing such as vertical wind shear and SST gra-
dient have signiﬁcant role in organisation of convection (Rotunno et al., 1988;
LeMone et al., 1998; Robe and Emanuel, 2001). However, feedback mecha-
nisms other than large scale forcing can be involved in convective organisa-
tion. For instance, convectively enhanced winds could increase local surface
ﬂuxes of heat and moisture to facilitate localization of convection (Emanuel,
1987). There are also additional mechanisms such as water vapor (e.g Held
et al., 1993; Tompkins, 2001a), cold pools (e.g Tompkins, 2001b; Jeevanjee
and Romps, 2013) and radiative feedbacks (e.g Tompkins and Craig, 1998a;
Stephens et al., 2008) that can aﬀect the organisation of convection.
Emanuel et al. (2014) have recently suggested that longwave radiative feed-
backs could lead to organisation only above a threshold sea surface temperature
(SST) in the range observed in the warm pool (30-35oC), posing the intriguing
prospect of a potential potent negative climate feedback, whereby convection
organisation acts as an iris-like 'safety valve' to prevent excessive surface tem-
peratures (Lindzen et al., 2001; Mauritsen and Stevens, 2015). The correlation
between top of atmosphere (TOA), outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and
SST anomalies reverse signs between the west Paciﬁc warm pool area and the
central Paciﬁc, hinting at this mechanism Trenberth et al. (2015). Paleo work
suggests that the warm pool region was never much warmer than it is today,
also indicating a capping mechanism de Garidel-Thoron et al. (2005). An un-
derstanding of the factors driving organisation is thus key. Further information
regarding these mechanisms is provided in the following sections.
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1.5.1 Water vapor
In the tropics, the main sources of free tropospheric water vapor is convective
detrainment and evaporation of precipitation falling from convective clouds
(e.g Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ, 2004). As a result of this, the observed spatial
distribution of free tropospheric humidity is closely tied to convection as ini-
tially documented by Gray (1973) and Gray et al. (1975) using low resolution
satellite imagery with tropical radiosonde data. At the same time, free tropo-
spheric humidity inﬂuences the presence of individual deep clouds (Derbyshire
et al., 2004) and occurrence of strong convective systems (e.g Zhang et al.,
2003).
In addition to deep convection, there is observational evidence that shows
the positive feedback of shallow convection that preconditions the lower tropo-
sphere for future deep convection through its moistening eﬀect (e.g Esbensen,
1978; Johnson, 1978; Nicholls and Lemone, 1980). This assists the mesoscale
system to form long lasting clusters of convections. In contrast, a dry tropo-
sphere which has a tendency to create a stable atmosphere is found to inhibit
convection (e.g Numaguti et al., 1995; Yoneyama and Fujitani, 1995; Mapes
and Zuidema, 1996). These suggest that water vapor anomalies are dynami-
cally signiﬁcant through their relationship with convection (Tompkins, 2001a;
Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ, 2004). For instance, Grabowski (2003a) demon-
strates the suppression of the Madden-Julian oscillation when the interaction
of humidity and convection suppressed artiﬁcially in simulations.
Observations demonstrate the signiﬁcant role of mid-tropospheric moisture
in organisation of convection. For instance, a strong correlation is observed
over tropical oceans between convective precipitation and column water vapor
on daily and longer time scales (e.g Sherwood, 1999; Raymond, 2000; Brether-
ton et al., 2004). The intrusion of dry air into the mid troposphere is also
observed to halt self organisation over west Paciﬁc ocean (e.g Numaguti et al.,
1995; Redelsperger et al., 2002).
Various RCE simulations using CRMs have been conducted to investigate
the impact of water vapor on the organisation of convection. For example,
RCE simulations using a 2D CRM were conducted by Held et al. (1993) ﬁnding
the moisture ﬁeld to be key for the localization of convection. This result is
consistent with Tompkins (2001a), who used a three dimensional CRM to
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show the critical role of free-tropospheric humidity ﬁeld for the organisation of
convection. In sensitivity tests, a moisture perturbation was applied (removing
60% of the moisture) above 900 and 700 hPa levels respectively. Convection
was immediately extinguished by the low level perturbation (900 hPa), while
the latter case continued to simulate convection but with reduced mass ﬂuxes.
As a result of this, Tompkins argued that lower tropospheric humidity is most
critical in controlling moist convection.
Tompkins (2001c) conducted additional experiments to show the impor-
tance of moisture in a domain with an imposed SST gradient. It was found
that the convection initialized over warm SST and suppressed over cooler SST
as expected. The air above the cooler SST dries as a result of the subsidence
that balances the remote convection. In idealized experiment the location of
the hot and cold spots was interchanged. However, convection failed to initial-
ize instantly over the new warmest SST due to overlying dry air, inherited from
the earlier subsidence over cold SST. The moistening process propagates with
an advection time scale and thus it required several days to create a conducive
environment for convection to recommence. This experiment highlighted the
importance of water vapor feedback for the organisation of convection.
Further experiments by Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ (2004) imposed a New-
tonian relaxation of the moisture proﬁle back to the domain mean value in
order to remove large-scale moisture gradients. Essentially, the relaxation
hugely increases the mixing of water vapour between the moisture and dry
domains, which is usually a relatively slow process relative to the time scales
that create anomalies (Pierrehumbert, 1995; Zhang et al., 2003). Grabowski
and Moncrieﬀ (2004) showed that reducing the ability of convection to set up
large scale gradients of moisture destroyed the strong organisation of convec-
tion that was apparent in the control integration. While more recent work
has acknowledged the role that water vapor may play, it has tended to have
been downplayed in importance relative to radiative feedbacks (e.g Wing and
Emanuel, 2014).
1.5.2 Cold pools
The drag of falling precipitation and negative buoyancy resulting from precip-
itation evaporation and mixing forms downdrafts which inject cold and dry
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air from the mid troposphere into the boundary layer (Zipser, 1977) (ﬁgure
1.1). Cold pools can play a dynamical role in triggering new convection, as
well as a more recently suggested thermodynamical role. Dynamical lifting of
the boundary layer air by the spreading cold pool can lead to the convective
inhibition energy (CIN) being overcome leading to new convective cells, and
which can be especially pronounced when they interact with environmental
wind shear leading often to the formation of squall lines (e.g Simpson, 1980;
Thorpe et al., 1982; Rotunno et al., 1988). This documented role of cold pools
in higher shear environments in the triggering of convection and the forma-
tion of organized squall lines has been widely studies (Rotunno et al., 1988;
Moncrieﬀ and Liu, 1999; Boing et al., 2012; Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2006).
There has also been a thermodynamical role of cold pool suggested. Evap-
oration of rainfall has the role of moistening and cooling the sub-cloud layer
before the onset of the cold pool is observed (Betts, 1984). The spreading cold
pool advected this moist but negatively buoyant band out at the cold pool
edges. The higher water vapour value at the gust front and drier air at the
center of the cold pools was observed by Addis et al. (1984). Due to entrain-
ment from the area above the boundary layer and gust-enhanced surface ﬂuxes
(Redelsperger et al., 2000) the central regions of the cold pools recover in tem-
perature quickly while moisture perturbation is enhanced (Tompkins, 2001b).
Tompkins (2001b) demonstrated the importance of cold pools in low wind
shear situations in high resolution CRM experiments (over a water surface).
It was showed that new deep convective cells emerge due to high equivalent
potential temperature air at the boundary of the spreading cold pools. En-
hanced sensible heat ﬂuxes reduce convective inhibition (CIN) as the cold pool
spreads while latent heat ﬂuxes increase the moist static energy (h) and asso-
ciated convection available potential energy (CAPE) further, facilitating the
formation of deep convection at the mature cold pool boundary. This makes
the thermodynamic behavior of cold pools to be a key mechanism that organize
tropical deep convection in low shear conditions (Tompkins, 2001b). Tompkins
(2001b) acknowledged that both dynamics and thermodynamics can contem-
poraneously play a role in triggering, as in the case where two cold pools collide.
Jeevanjee and Romps (2015) recently studies these relative roles in more de-
tail and concluded that the dynamical eﬀect of cold pool collision could be
important.
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Over a land surface, one reason for not observing deep convection during
maximum solar heating (noon) is associated with cold pools (although water
vapour is also important as outlined below). For instance, Lima and Wil-
son (2008) observed that shallow convection produces small cold pools during
early afternoon and these cold pools eventually merge with others to form
larger cold pools with near-circular gust fronts. The time scale of the cold
pool formation and merger played a role in the triggering delay. This phenom-
ena was observed during the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission-Large-Scale
Biosphere-Atmosphere (TRMM-LBA) project that was conducted to identify
storm triggering mechanisms using a combination of ground-based radar and
geostationary satellite observations. The impact of cold pools on the diurnal
cycle of convection over land is parameterized by a single column model of Rio
et al. (2009). They found enhanced convection maintains active convective
precipitation until early evening.
It is also observed over land surfaces that cold pools are important in trans-
forming shallow to deep convection. (Grabowski et al., 2006; Khairoutdinov
and Randall, 2006; Boing et al., 2012) demonstrated the critical role of cold
pools for the development of deep convection, by suppressing the formation of
cold pools in large eddy simulation (LES) and CRM experiments. Without
cold pools convection remained shallow even in the presence of high CAPE
values and almost zero CIN values due to the lack of momentum input to
overcome frictional drag and mixing eﬀects. This suggests the importance of
precipitation and cold pools for the formation of deep convection.
The eﬀect of cold pools over the the tropical western Paciﬁc ocean was ob-
served by Chuda et al. (2008) using ship measurements. The eﬀect of cold pools
on the variability of sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes of the ocean was shown.
Parameterizations of surface ﬂuxes that take into consideration the eﬀect of
cold pools on enhancing the surface latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes through
wind gustiness were introduced for coarse-scale model in which convection is
also parameterized (Redelsperger et al., 2000; Zeng et al., 2002). They pre-
sented the gustiness of the wind as functions of precipitation or updraft and
downdraft mass ﬂuxes generated by deep convective cells.
In addition to the signiﬁcant thermodynamic and/or dynamic role of cold
pools for the triggering of deep convection, cold pools are also observed to
facilitate stronger and more organized convection when many cold pools are
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interacting. Boing et al. (2012) use Lagrangian parcel analysis to highlight
the important role of convective organisation within sub-cloud layer for the
development of deep convection. The relative contributions of isolated and
interacting cold pools in triggering deep convection is quantiﬁed by Feng et al.
(2015). They describe the result obtained from their high-resolution regional
model simulation as intersecting cold pools last more than twice as long, are
twice as large, 41% more intense (measured with buoyancy), and 62% deeper
than isolated cold pools. Consequently, intersecting cold pools trigger 73%
more convection than do isolated ones. They attribute this behavior to the
closeness of clouds formed by intersecting cold pools moistens the local envi-
ronment and reduces entrainment drying, increasing the probability that the
clouds further develop into deep convection. Jeevanjee and Romps (2013) also
quantiﬁed the thermodynamic versus dynamic role of cold pools, and the ther-
modynamic role of cold pools suggested by Tompkins (2001b) was conﬁrmed,
while the dynamic inﬂuence of cold pool collision has also emphasized.
1.5.3 Radiation
In addition to the interaction of water vapor and cold pools with convection,
the role of radiation is also important for the organisation of convection. Gray
and Jacobson Jr (1977) hypothesized a role for cloud-radiation feedbacks for
driving the observed diurnal cycle of convection over oceans. Using observa-
tions, the interaction of cloud and radiation was diagnosed to increase con-
vergence in cloudy areas over the paciﬁc (Bergman and Hendon, 2000). A
number of studies had shown the importance of cloud-radiation interaction to
drive dynamical circulation in global general circulation model (GCMs) such
as the seminal studies of Slingo and Slingo (1988) and Slingo and Slingo (1991).
One of the ﬁrst studies to identify the critical role of radiation for formation
of self organisation of convection in CRM studies of RCE was by Tompkins and
Craig (1998a). They showed (in ﬁgure 1.3 c) the disappearance of the organized
structure of convection within a few days of simulation when radiative heating
rate is horizontally uniform but separate experiments were not performed to
discern whether the eﬀect was driven by cloud anvil radiative eﬀects or the
response to the large scale variability in the water vapor ﬁeld, nor whether the
longwave or shortwave feedback dominated. This inhomogeneous radiative
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heating rates were assumed to increase convergence into cloudy region.
Figure 1.3: Water vapor mixing ratio at the lowest model level in long term CRM
simulations of RCE by Tompkins and Craig (1998a). The domain is repeated twice in
each direction to emphasize any organisation present. a) radiation and wind surface
ﬂux (control experiment) b) after 4 days of simulation from the control experiment
with interactive radiation and wind insensitive surface ﬂuxes c) after 4 days of simu-
lation from the control experiment with non-interactive radiation and wind sensitive
surface ﬂuxes. From Tompkins and Craig (1998a).
The diﬀerential horizontal radiative heating between cloudy and clear re-
gions was found to be important in localizing convection in later studies.
Stephens et al. (2008) found that the presence of high anvil cloud result-
ing from convection introduces gradients of radiative heating which determine
the location of organized convection structure. This result is consistent with
Bretherton et al. (2005), who highlighted the initialization of self-organisation
to be a result of reduction of radiative cooling of air columns in the moistest
region due to the presence of extensive anvil cirrus. In contrast, the driest
columns are characterized by extensive radiative cooling (Bretherton et al.,
2005) shown in three dimensional CRM integrations. The enhanced cooling
serves as a positive feedback for self-aggregation since the subsidence that com-
pensate the cooling will facilitate the transport of moist static energy from dry
to moist columns. The upgradient transport of moist static energy prefer-
entially removes energy from the driest columns, was also shown by Muller
and Held (2012); Wing and Emanuel (2014) to be a positive feedback for the
self-organisation of convection.
Muller and Held (2012) noticed diﬀerent critical mechanisms operating dur-
ing the initial and matured state of self-aggregation. These are, longwave
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cooling from low clouds and clear sky longwave cooling in dry regions are the
responsible mechanisms for initializing and maintaining of the self-organisation
process respectively. In contrast, interactive shortwave radiation extracts en-
ergy from the high energy columns (moist regions) through the action cloud
anvils and it provides a negative feedback to self organisation process (Muller
and Held, 2012).
Similarly Wing and Emanuel (2014) recently argued that the mechanisms
required to initialize self-organisation might be diﬀerent from those required to
maintain it. For instance, contrasts in longwave cooling rates between moist
and dry regions is initially a positive feedback for organisation. They associate
this eﬀect with the reduction of water vapor in the upper troposphere which
is opposed by anomalous longwave cooling in the lower troposphere. How-
ever, as the self-organisation process intensiﬁes, the lower troposphere also
becomes drier, which in turn reduces low level longwave emissivity. As a re-
sult less radiative cooling occurs in the dry region. Hence, in their simulations
they showed a change from positive to negative feedback of longwave radiation
during the evolution of the self-organisation process. In contrast, shortwave
radiation was a positive feedback throughout the evolution of self aggregation.
This is due to the increasing absorption of shortwave radiation with the in-
creasing total column water vapor. The longwave positive feedback appears
once again in the moistest region during the matured stage of self-organisation
process. This is due to the reduction of longwave cooling by longwave opacity
and low temperature of high clouds.
Emanuel et al. (2014) have further recently argued that the longwave feed-
back between dry and moist regions operates when lower tropospheric humidity
is so large that the opacity approaches unity. It is argued that convection thus
organizes over warmer oceans when SST exceeds a critical threshold of around
300-305 K. This raises the intriguing prospect that convection organisation
acts as a strong negative feedback on surface temperatures since mean humid-
ity is lower in all organized state. Indeed Mauritsen and Stevens (2015) argue
that such an iris eﬀect (Lindzen et al., 2001) could greatly reduce the climate
sensitivity of global models. However opposing this Muller and Bony (2015)
show other processes such as cold pools still initiate organisation at cooler
temperatures.
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1.5.4 Surface ﬂuxes
Convective activity increases boundary layer winds and depresses temperature
and humidity through the generation of cold pools which enhances surface en-
ergy ﬂuxes. The local enhancement of moist static energy by elevated ﬂuxes
could lead to convective organisation. Removing this interaction shown (ﬁg-
ure 1.3 b) to destroy the organisation structure in three dimensional CRM of
Tompkins and Craig (1998a). This implies that surface ﬂux feedback could
also play a role in addition to radiation, water vapor and cold pools feedbacks
for the self-organisation process.
In the three dimensional CRM of Bretherton et al. (2005), it was demon-
strated that surface ﬂuxes play a role in exporting high energy air from dry to
moist columns. This eﬀect is due to convective gustiness which is shown to be
a positive feedback on self aggregation during the ﬁrst 20 days of their simula-
tions. Later on, the air-sea humidity diﬀerence is intensiﬁed in the dry regions
and as a result these regions are subject to enhanced surface ﬂuxes. The sur-
face ﬂux feedback for organisation is thus negative as the dry perturbation
ampliﬁes.
In the recent work of Wing and Emanuel (2014), the surface feedback was
partitioned into the variation in surface wind speed (gustiness) and the ther-
modynamic disequilibrium between the ocean and the overlying atmosphere.
They found the gustiness in moist regions to enhance surface ﬂuxes there,
considered as a positive feedback for self-aggregation process (Tompkins and
Craig, 1998a). This feedback is related to the WISHE mechanism for cyclone
intensiﬁcation suggested by Neelin et al. (1987); Emanuel (1987). This feed-
back is specially dominant in the early stage of the simulation of Wing and
Emanuel (2014), the result was also supported by Bretherton et al. (2005). In
contrast, the feedback from air-sea enthalpy disequilibrium is found to have
negative feedback throughout the simulation but this eﬀect becomes dominant
during the later stage of the self organisation process, as shown by Wing and
Emanuel (2014).
1.5.5 Summary of the feedbacks
Previous studies have investigated various mechanisms such as water vapor,
cold pools, radiation and surface ﬂuxes for the self-organisation using CRMs.
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Processes References
Water vapor Held et al. (1993), Tompkins (2001a)
Cold pools Tompkins (2001b),Feng et al. (2015),Muller and Bony (2015)
Jeevanjee and Romps (2013), (Muller and Held, 2012)
Gustiness Neelin et al. (1987), Emanuel (1987),
Bretherton et al. (2005), Wing and Emanuel (2014)
Radiation Tompkins and Craig (1998a)
Low clouds (longwave) Muller and Held (2012)
High clouds (longwave) Bretherton et al. (2005), Wing and Emanuel (2014),
Stephens et al. (2008)
Water vapor (longwave) Muller and Held (2012), Emanuel et al. (2014)
Water vapor (shortwave) Wing and Emanuel (2014)
Surface ﬂux Tompkins and Craig (1998a)
Table 1.1: Summary of positive feedbacks for the organisation of convection
The feedbacks of these mechanisms are summarized in table 1.1 and the follow-
ing points highlight some of the key characteristics of the feedbacks observed
in previous studies:
 Convective local moistening and the associated subsidence drying creates
vapor gradients, while moist air supports deep convection: a positive
feedback for self-organisation.
 CRM experiments are found to produce this bimodal vapour behavior
(moist-convective and dry-subsidence) if they produce self-aggregated
states.
 The eﬀect of variations in humidity (moist and dry regions) are highly
modulated by feedbacks of radiation, surface ﬂuxes and cold pools.
1.6 CRM as a tool to investigate organisation
The majority of the studies into spontaneous organisation of convection used
cloud resolving models with horizontal resolutions of the order of 1 to 4 km.
While much has been learned from these tools, there are some caveats to both
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the modelling framework and the idealized experimental framework that must
be considered, and which will form the crux of this thesis work.
Considering the resolution employed, these models can be regarded at best
as convective permitting, rather than convective resolving, and Bryan et al.
(2003) argued strongly that an order of magnitude higher resolution on the or-
der of 100 m was desirably for most modelling applications. One issue is that
the grid spacing is too coarse to explicitly represent sub-plume turbulence and
entrainment processes. Such mixing is thus almost entirely represented by the
sub-grid scale turbulence parameterizations that are employed in such models.
The RCE states in these CRMs simulation are likely to be sensitive to the
model conﬁguration as a result, in particular, the sub-grid mixing scheme em-
ployed. These are often simple in nature, employed ﬁrst order Smagorinski or
1.5 order TKE closures, although Krüger (1988) employed a third order closure
scheme on the basis of the argument that sub grid processes were important
to model accurately. Romps (2010) did compare entrainment rates with 100
m and 1 km horizontal resolutions and found them to be surprisingly similar.
This issue will be addressed in chapter 4 of the thesis, where the sensitivity of
self-organisation process is discussed using various sub-grid turbulent mixing
options.
The idealized experimental frameworks represent another concern. The
domains used may not always be adequate to represent the scale of the organ-
isation. This was certainly the case in the earlier RCE work, both in 2D and
3D, where convection collapsed to a single cluster (Held et al., 1993; Tomp-
kins and Craig, 1998a). Tompkins and Craig (1998a) used a smaller domain
size (100x100 km) that didn't artiﬁcially restrict subsidence, but the convec-
tive band oriented itself on the diagonal to ensure the maximum inter-cluster
spaces; a obvious marker than the domain size was insuﬃcient.
Dimensionality of the CRMs are also important issue during the set up
the simulations Tompkins (2000b). Tompkins demonstrated the eﬀect of the
dimensionality by comparing 2D and 3D CRMs having the same number of
grids and zero mean wind. The 2D simulation indicated to develop unrealistic
large wind shears which suggested the need to use three dimensional model
to suﬃciently represent cloud scale motions and their associated transport of
water vapor.
In recent studies due to the advancement of computational resources and
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the need to study a wide range of scales in organisation, larger domains of sev-
eral hundred km have been used (e.g Bretherton et al., 2005; Muller and Held,
2012; Wing and Emanuel, 2014), but convection is still often restricted to a
single location or band. During the investigation of self-organisation process,
variation in the choice of domain size and horizontal resolution is found to
aﬀect the organisation (Muller and Held, 2012). The main cause for the sensi-
tivity of self-organisation to these model conﬁguration is the sensitivity of the
distribution of low clouds to the domain size and horizontal resolution (Muller
and Held, 2012). In contrast, Jeevanjee and Romps (2013) associate the sen-
sitivity of CRM to the domain size with the eﬀect of cold pools. Wing and
Timothy (2015) outlines an exciting recent simulation which has the capacity
to represent several bands.
Finally, the simulation boundary conditions are often also highly idealized.
Low mean wind conditions, where domain mean winds are often close to (or
even relaxed to) zero, exacerbate the impact of cold pool gustiness on ﬂux en-
hancement. In the presence of a mean wind, cold pool wind perturbation both
reduce and enhance ﬂuxes, which may reduce their overall impact on organisa-
tion. Likewise, replacing a ﬁxed lower boundary temperature with an reactive
SST may also enhance or reduce organisation. Bretherton et al. (2005) brieﬂy
report the result of using a slab ocean of 2 metre depth which considerably
slowed the formation of organisation due to the short-wave radiative feedback.
1.7 Objective of the thesis
The main objective of this thesis is to gain a better insight into the mech-
anisms that control the self-organisation process of convection in convection
permitting simulations of radiative-convective equilibrium. Towards this goal,
various controlled experiments are conducted using a three dimensional cloud
resolution model, to address the following questions:
 Using a ﬁxed-SST, convection permitting CRM experiment, can we re-
produce the results of previous research regarding the spontaneous or-
ganisation and its key drivers?
 How does the basic experimental framework such domain size and im-
posed wind aﬀect the organisation?
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 How does the updraught entrainment process and its representation in
the subgrid parameterization aﬀect the equilibrium state?
 How does the boundary conditions such as employing an interactive SST
aﬀect the self-aggregation state?
Chapter 2 will outline the model used in the work, and its setup for the ex-
periments. A new diagnostic index for the degree of organisation is introduced,
which is used to quantify the level of organisation at each stage of the self-
aggregation process. The control experiments and all the sensitivity tests have
used it to understand the impact of the physical mechanisms. In chapter 3, a
control experiment with a ﬁxed SST is conducted to investigate the evolution
of the self-aggregation process. The dominant mechanisms at diﬀerent stage of
the organisation process is analyzed using frozen moist static energy budget.
In chapter 4, the sensitivity of the model to sub-grid mixing and numerical
ﬁlters are discussed in detail, while chapter 5 discusses the role of interactive
SST in the self-organisation process. Additional sensitivity experiments are
conducted to investigate the role of imposed winds. Chapter 6 concludes the
work and makes further recommendations.
Chapter2
Model description, general model setup
and diagnostics for organisation
This chapter provides an overview of the model including information con-
cerning the governing equations and some of its key parametrizations. Details
are also given of the basic model setup such as domain size, horizontal and
vertical resolutions. The chapter also describes the radiation, surface ﬂux and
microphysical schemes used in the model. Furthermore, it provides a brief
description of a new statistical diagnostic metric that will be used to quantify
the characteristics of convection's spatial distribution and degree of clustering.
2.1 Model Description
2.1.1 Governing equations
The Weather Research Forecast (WRF) version 3.5.1 is used as a cloud re-
solving model (CRM). It is non-hydrostatic and uses a ﬂux form of Euler
equations. These equations are formulated based on a terrain following mass
vertical coordinate (Laprise, 1992) as deﬁned in equation 2.1
η = (ph − pht)/µ (2.1)
where µ = (phs−pht). The pressure variables ph, phs and pht are the hydrostatic,
surface and top pressure, respectively.
The values of η varies from 1 at the surface to 0 at the upper boundary
of the model, µ represents the mass per unit area within the column in the
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model domain that is used to deﬁne the appropriate ﬂux form of the variables
as shown in equation 2.2
U = µu, V = µv,W = µV,Θ = µθ, (2.2)
where U is the ﬂux form of velocity in east-west direction, V is the ﬂux form
of velocity in south-north direction, W is the ﬂux form of velocity in vertical
direction, Θ is the ﬂux form of potential temperature.
Using the variables deﬁned in 2.2, it is possible to write the ﬂux form
of Euler equations as shown below; further detail of these equations can be
obtained from Skamarock et al. (2008).
∂U
∂t
+ (5.Vu)− ∂(pφη)
∂x
+
∂(pφx)
∂η
= FU , (2.3)
∂V
∂t
+ (5.Vv)− ∂(pφη)
∂y
+
∂(pφx)
∂η
= FV , (2.4)
∂W
∂t
+ (5.Vw)− g(∂p
∂η
− µ) = FW , (2.5)
∂Θ
∂t
+ (5.Vθ) = FΘ, (2.6)
∂µ
∂t
+ (5.V) = 0 (2.7)
where FU , FV , FW , and FΘ represent forcing terms arising from model physics,
turbulent mixing, spherical projections, and the earth's rotation, V = µv =
(U, V,W ) are the ﬂux form of horizontal and vertical velocities, g is gravita-
tional acceleration, p is pressure and φ = gz is a geopotential term.
2.1.2 Miscellaneous technical details
The model uses Arakawa type C grid staggering where the horizontal velocities
are normal to the respective faces of the grid cell while the mass, thermody-
namic and scalar variables are located in the center of the cell. The model
implements a time-splitting integration scheme where slow or low-frequency
modes are integrated using a third-order Runge-Kutta (RK3) time integration
scheme, while the high-frequency acoustic modes are integrated over smaller
time steps to maintain numerical stability (Klemp and Skamarock, 2007). The
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time step is limited by the advective Courant number and the choice of advec-
tion schemes (Skamarock et al., 2008).
The WRF model has both even and odd order advection schemes. The
even-order advection operators are spatially centered and thus contain no im-
plicit diﬀusion outside of the diﬀusion inherent in the RK3 time integration,
while the odd-order schemes are upwind-biased and the spatial discretization is
inherently diﬀusive (Skamarock et al., 2008). Thus, the odd-ordered ﬂux diver-
gence schemes are equivalent to the next higher ordered (even) ﬂux-divergence
scheme, with the addition of a dissipation term of the highest even order with
a coeﬃcient proportional to the Courant number as the formulation (detailed
in Skamarock et al., 2008). The 5th order advection scheme is used for both
momentum and scalar horizontal ﬁelds in the setup used in this thesis.
Traditional Rayleigh damping is used in the model for absorbing vertically-
propagating gravity waves. This is important to prevent unphysical wave
reﬂection oﬀ the domain upper boundary from contaminating the solutions
(Skamarock et al., 2008). The damping coeﬃcient is inverse of the time scale
(0.03) and damping is applied in the top 5 km of the model.
2.1.3 Turbulence parametrizations
Eddy diﬀusivity coeﬃcients are used to parametrize the sub-grid atmospheric
mixing caused by the macroscopic eddy diﬀusion process for models with hori-
zontal grid spacing that is not able to resolve boundary layer turbulent eddies.
The main assumption is the turbulent ﬂux of an adiabatically conserved quan-
tity "a" is related to its gradient as shown in equation 2.8.
w′a′ = −kada
dz
(2.8)
where a is turbulent ensemble horizontal mean of advected item, w′a′ is the
vertical ﬂux and ka is the eddy coeﬃcient. There are a number of options in
WRF to calculate ka so that its CRM and global model versions include the
eﬀect of sub-grid eddy mixing. The sensitivity of the CRM to the choice of
sub-grid eddy mixing options will be discussed in chapter 4.
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a) Smagorinsky scheme
One widely used method to calculate the eddy diﬀusion coeﬃcient is the ﬁrst
order closure (Smagorinsky scheme) which speciﬁes ka in the form of vertical
shear and static stability. WRF provides two and three dimensional versions of
this scheme, where the former one only considers horizontal mixing and needs
to employ an additional planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme to represent
the vertical mixing. As a result the 2D Smagorinsky only uses the horizontal
deformation to obtain kh (horizontal eddy diﬀusion coeﬃcient):
kh = C
2
s l
2[0.25(D11 −D22)2 +D212
xy
]
1
2 (2.9)
where Cs is a constant with typical value of 0.25, l = (∆x∆y)
1
2 is a mixing
length scale, D represents the deformation and for scalar mixing the kh has to
be divided by the Prandtl number (1
3
).
The 3D Smagorinsky scheme, which can be used without a PBL scheme,
calculates both the horizontal and vertical mixing as shown in equation 2.10:
kh,v = C
2
s l
2
h,vmax[0, (D
2 − P−1r N2)
1
2 ] (2.10)
where D2 = 1
2
[D211 + D
2
22 + D
2
33] + (D12
xy
)2 + (D13
xη
)2 + (D23
yη
)2, lh = hv =
(∆x∆y∆z)
1
3 , N = Brunt - Vaisala frequency and scalar values obtained by
dividing kh,v by the Prandtl number.
b) TKE scheme
A Turbulence Kinetic Energy (TKE) or 1.5 order closure scheme is also avail-
able in the WRF model, in which ka is obtained from prognostic TKE equation
and length scale as shown in equation 2.11. Like the 3D Smagorinsky scheme it
can be used without the PBL scheme, since the TKE closure method can han-
dle both horizontal and vertical sub-grid mixing, also in the boundary layer.
The formulation for the eddy coeﬃcient is:
kh,v = cke
1
2 lh,v
∆s = (∆x∆y∆z)
1
3
ls = 0.76e
1
2
(
g
θ
∂θ
∂z
)−
1
2
(2.11)
where ck is a constant with a default value of 0.15, e = 12(u
′2 + v
′2 + w
′2) ,
lh and hv are horizontal and vertical length scales, respectively. ∆s is length
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scale for neutral and unstable cases (l = ∆s = lh = hv). ls is the length scale
for stable situations, in this case the length scale is l = min(∆s, ls).
The sub-grid mixing coeﬃcients kh and kv calculated by the above schemes
are represented in the model by xkmh and xkmv for the horizontal and vertical
mixing terms, respectively.
2.1.4 Planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes
The WRF model can use PBL schemes such as the Medium Range Forecast
Model (MRF) or Yonsei University (YSU) scheme to represent vertical mixing.
The PBL schemes determine the ﬂux proﬁles within the well-mixed boundary
layer and thus provide atmospheric tendencies of temperature, moisture (in-
cluding clouds), and horizontal momentum in the entire atmospheric column
(Skamarock et al., 2008). In the experiments where a PBL is employed, we
employ the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme (Hong et al., 2006). The mo-
mentum diﬀusivity coeﬃcient provided by this scheme is shown below (equa-
tion 2.12):
Km = kwsz(1− z
zpbl
)2 (2.12)
where k is Von Karman constant, ws is mixed layer velocity scale (2.13), z is
the height from the surface and zpbl is the height of the PBL.
ws = (u
3
∗ + φmkw
3
b
z
zpbl
)
1
3 (2.13)
u3∗ is the surface frictional velocity, φm is the wind proﬁle function evaluated
at the top of the surface layer, wb convective velocity scale given the surface
buoyancy ﬂux ( g
To
w′θ′o) and the ratio of the surface layer height to the PBL
height.
The counter gradient term for potential temperature (θ) and momentum
is also included in the PBL scheme. Water substances including water vapor
are not aﬀected by this counter gradient mixing term. Hence, the only vari-
ables that contribute for nonlocal term due to the counter gradient mixing
are potential temperature and horizontal velocity, in the prognostic diﬀusion
equation 2.14.
γc = b
w′c′
wsozpbl
(2.14)
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where γc is a counter gradient term for θ and momentum (these two terms
are represented by c) and wso is the mixed-layer velocity scale at the level of
0.5zpbl.
Turbulence diﬀusion equations for the prognostic variables (horizontal ve-
locity) (u,v), potential temperature (θ) and water variables (q water vapor , qi
ice, qc cloud droplets) can be expressed as follows:
∂C
∂t
=
∂
∂z
[Kc(
∂C
∂z
− γc)− (w′C ′)zpbl(
z
zpbl
)3] (2.15)
where C is the general term for prognostic variables, Kc is the eddy diﬀusiv-
ity coeﬃcient (based on the prognostic variable), γc is the correction to the
local gradient, −w′C ′zpbl( zzpbl )3 is the ﬂux at the inversion layer, includes an
asymptotic entrainment ﬂux term at this layer.
The YSU PBL scheme has counter gradient terms to represent ﬂuxes due
to non local transport and it also includes an explicit treatment of the en-
trainment layer at the PBL top (equation 2.15). This method was successfully
implemented in WRF model and found to produce a realistic PBL structure
(Hong et al., 2006). Note that when any of the PBL schemes are activated in
WRF, the explicit diﬀusion calculated by the turbulence schemes will not be
used and is replaced by the dedicated PBL scheme. Thus, despite their name,
if switched on, the planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes are responsible
for vertical sub-grid-scale ﬂuxes due to eddy transports in the whole atmo-
spheric column, not just the boundary layer. If two closure schemes such as
3D Smagorinsky and TKE are both using the same PBL then the diﬀerence
between the two cases is only due to the horizontal sub-grid mixing throughout
the domain.
2.1.5 Surface layer schemes
The surface layer scheme is responsible for calculating friction velocities and
exchange coeﬃcients in the model. For land surfaces these are an input to cal-
culate surface heat and moisture ﬂuxes while these values are directly obtained
within the surface layer over water surfaces.
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory uses stability functions from Paulson
(1970), Dyer and Hicks (1970) and Webb (1970) to compute surface exchange
coeﬃcients for heat, moisture, and momentum, as shown in equation 2.16 and
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2.17.
φM(
z
L
) =
kz
u∗
∂u
∂z
(2.16)
φH(
z
L
) =
kz
θv∗
∂θv
∂z
(2.17)
where z is the vertical space coordinate, L is Monin-Obukhov length scale, k is
the Von Karman constant, u∗ is the friction velocity, θv∗ a scaling temperature,
θv potential temperature and φM and φH are momentum and turbulent heat
ﬂux similarity functions, respectively.
The similarity functions are deﬁned based on the local bulk Richardson
number (Rbulk) for stable conditions. According to Zhang and Anthes (1982),
if Rbulk is greater than 0.2, stable (night time) conditions are assumed and no
turbulence exists, with the stability function set to zero. If the Rbulk is between
0.2 and zero, then the surface layer assumes a state of mechanical turbulence
with a stability function given by equation 2.18. When Rbulk is less than or
equal to 0 and | zh
L
| less than or equal to 1.5 (zh is the height of mixed layer),
it is called forced convection occurs. The layer is unstable and it's stability
function is given by equation 2.19.
za
L
=
Rbulk
1− 5Rbulk ln
za
zo
φM = φH = −5za
L
(2.18)
za
L
= Ri(z1)
φM = φH = 0
(2.19)
where za , z1 the vertical coordinate value inside and above the surface layer
respectively , Ri is Richardson number, zo vertical coordinate at the ground.
In contrast, under conditions of free convection, the exchange of heat, mois-
ture and momentum occurs through mixing between convective elements orig-
inating at the surface and environmental air in the PBL. This condition is
considered when the Rbulk value is less than 0 and | zhL | greater than 1.5, it as
often happens usually during the day when there is a strong solar heating.
2.1.6 Microphysics schemes
For the CRM conﬁguration, Purdue Lin microphysics scheme that includes
six classes of hydrometers (water vapor, cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow
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and graupel) is included. The terminal velocity of cloud water and cloud ice
particles are considered to be negligible when compared to the other hydrom-
eters (Lin et al., 1983). The microphysical processes used by this scheme is
summarized in ﬁgure 2.1 using the Lin et al. (1983) description.
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Figure 2.1: Microphysics processes simulated in the CRM adopted from Lin et al.
(1983).
Description of ﬁgure 2.1
 PIMLT - Melting of cloud ice to form cloud water, T ≥ To.
 PIDW - Depositional growth of cloud ice at expense of cloud water.
 PIHOM - Homogeneous freezing of cloud water to form cloud ice.
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 PIACR - Accretion of rain by cloud ice; produces snow or graupel depend-
ing on the amount of rain.
 PRACI - Accretion of cloud ice by rain; produces snow or graupel depend-
ing on the amount of rain.
 PROUT - Autoconversion of cloud water to form rain.
 PRACW - Accretion of cloud water by brain.
 PREV P - Evaporation of rain.
 PRACS - Accretion of snow by rain; produces graupel if rain or snow
exceeds threshold and T ≤ To.
 PSACW - Accretion of cloud water by snow; produces snow if T < To or
rain if T ≥ To. Also enhances snow melting for T ≥ To.
 PSACR - Accretion of rain by snow. For T < To, produces graupel if
rain or snow exceeds threshold; if not, produces snow. For T ≥ To, the
accretion water enhances snow melting.
 PSACI - Accretion of cloud ice by snow.
 PSAUT - Autoconversion (aggregation) of cloud ice to form snow.
 PSFW - Bergeron process (deposition and riming) - transfer of cloud water
to form snow.
 PSFI - Transfer rate of cloud ice to snow through growth of Bergeron
process embryos.
 PSDEP - Depositional growth of snow.
 PSSUB - Sublimation of snow.
 PSMLT - Melting of snow to form rain, T ≥ To.
 PGAUT - Autoconversion (aggregation) of snow to form graupel.
 PGFR - Probablistic freezing of rain to form graupel.
 PGACW - Accretion of cloud water by graupel.
 PGACI - Accretion of cloud ice by graupel.
 PGACR - Accretion of rain by graupel
 PGACS - Accretion of snow by graupel.
 PGSUB - Sublimation of graupel.
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 PGMLT - Melting of graupel to form rain, T≥ To. (In this regime, PGACW
is assumed to be shed as rain.)
 PGWET - Wet growth of graupel; may involve PGACS and PGACI and must
include PGACW or PGACR, or both. The amount of PGACW which is not
able to freeze is shed to rain.
The parametrization of production terms are mainly taken from Lin et al.
(1983) and Rutledge et al. (1984). The prognostic equations of water variables
given in equations 2.20 to 2.23 based on Lin et al. (1983):
∂qc
∂t
= −V.5 qc +5.Kh5 qc − PR − PS − PG, (2.20)
∂qR
∂t
= −V.5 qR +5.Km5 qR + PR + 1
ρ
∂
∂z
(URqRρ), (2.21)
∂qS
∂t
= −V.5 qS +5.Km5 qS + PS + 1
ρ
∂
∂z
(USqSρ), (2.22)
∂qG
∂t
= −V.5 qG +5.Km5 qG + PG + 1
ρ
∂
∂z
(UGqGρ) (2.23)
where qc is sum of qcw, qci, qr representing cloud water, cloud ice and water
vapor mixing ratio, respectively. The prognostic equation for the mixing ratio
of rain qR, snow qS and graupel qG is given in equation 2.21, 2.22 and 2.23,
respectively. PR, PS and PG are the production terms for rain, snow and hail.
The ﬁrst terms on the right hand side in all the above equations are advection
terms and the second terms are diﬀusion terms. The last terms on the right
of equations 2.21, 2.22 and 2.23 are the fallout terms. Some modiﬁcations
such as saturation adjustment and ice sedimentation over the micro-physics
parametrization were introduced by Tao et al. (1989).
2.1.7 Radiation schemes
The radiative transfer scheme RRTMG is used in conﬁguration of the CRM.
It serves to calculate shortwave (RRTMG−SW ) (Mlawer and Clough, 1997)
and longwave (RRTMG−LW ) (Mlawer et al., 1997; Mlawer and Clough, 1997)
ﬂuxes and heating/cooling rates eﬃciently and accurately using the correlated
K approach. Sixteen contiguous bands are used to calculate cooling rate for
longwave ﬂuxes while fourteen contiguous bands are implemented to calculate
shortwave ﬂuxes and heating rates. The k-distribution data for both shortwave
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and longwave ﬂux absorption coeﬃcients are obtained directly from the line-
by-line radiative transfer model (LBLRTM) (Mlawer et al., 1997; Mlawer and
Clough, 1997), which has been extensively validated against observations as
detailed in Clough and Iacono (1995).
2.2 General model setup
The lateral boundary conditions are periodic and the initial SST is constant
with a value of 301.5 K for the control run. The initial horizontal homogeneous
environment is speciﬁed based on Jordan mean hurricane sounding for the West
Indies area Jordan (1958)
The domain size (500 km by 500 km) of the control run is similar to Brether-
ton et al. (2005). It is based on the suggestion of Muller and Held (2012) who
found self-aggregation on domain size larger than 200 km. A long channel ge-
ometry (Tompkins, 2001a; Stephens et al., 2008; Wing and Timothy, 2015) is
also used to study the sensitivity of the self-organisation to a domain geometry.
All CRM simulations in this thesis use a 2 km horizontal spacing similar
to Tompkins and Craig (1998a); Bretherton et al. (2005); Muller and Held
(2012). This is also consistent to the recommendation of Muller and Held
(2012), who found self-organisation with resolutions coarser than 2 km. Since
this grid spacing can only resolve deep convective cores marginally, a number
of sensitivity tests to mixing scheme will be conducted to identify how the
sub-grid mixing aﬀect the self-organisation.
In the vertical, the model elongates to its top value of around 25 km having
62 levels of stretched grid points for all experiments. The lowest model level
is at 39 m with grid spacing of only 50 m to the second level, then the spacing
extends to 100 m, 200 m, 500 m and 1 km for the ﬁrst 1 km, 1 km to 5 km,
5 km to 15 km and 15 km to 25 km respectively. This approach allows more
levels to be placed in and near the boundary layer (e.g Tompkins and Craig,
1998a; Bretherton et al., 2005; Muller and Held, 2012).
2.2.1 Relaxation of horizontal wind
A Newtonian relaxation towards speciﬁed ﬁxed values of wind speed (0 for the
control experiment) both in west-east and south-north direction on velocity
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tendency terms are applied as shown in equation 2.24:
∂U
∂x
=
Utarget − U
τ
∂V
∂y
=
Vtarget − V
τ
(2.24)
where Utarget and Vtarget are imposed wind in west-east and south-north direc-
tion respectively, U and V are domain average wind values, τ is the velocity
relaxation time scale.
In order to determine the appropriate values of τ , additional experiments
are conducted for the duration of ﬁve days. These experiments use diﬀerent
relaxation time scale of 10, 3600, 21600 and 86400 s, respectively while the
other model settings are identical to the control run. The ﬁve day domain
average horizontal velocities of U and V are constrained to imposed wind of
0 m s−1 as shown in ﬁgure 2.2. The restriction of the horizontal velocities are
stronger for shorter relaxation time scale as clearly indicated in the experiment
with τ value of 10 s. On the other hand, the deviation from imposed wind can
extend to the values of 0.01 m s−1 and 0.014 m s−1 in west-east and south-north
direction, respectively as observed in the experiment with τ value of 24 hours
but is nevertheless small. This indicates that the choice of τ is not important
if the values is less than 1 day.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Five days domain average of horizontal velocities a) U b) V for relaxation
time scale of 10 s, 3600 s (1 hour), 21600 s (6 hours) and 86400 s (24 hours).
It should be emphasized that the imposed wind is not limiting the local ﬂow
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since it is applied to the mean state of the horizontal velocities. Figure 2.3, is
a column average of ﬁve days horizontal wind in west-east direction, demon-
strates the presence of local variability of the ﬂow in all relaxation time scales.
Hence, the Newtonian relaxation towards an imposed wind with smaller values
of τ essentially keeps the mean wind (not local) exactly at the target value.
This relaxation prevents the build up of wind-shear during the experiment,
which has been observed in a variety of models (Held et al., 1993; Tompkins
and Craig, 1998a; Tompkins, 2000b). As a result all the simulations in this
thesis use 10 s as a relaxation time scale to prevent large scale drift without
aﬀecting the local ﬂow.
2.2.2 Slab Ocean model
While some of the experiments use a ﬁxed imposed lower SST, in chapter 5,
experiments are also conducted using two diﬀerent slab ocean models. The ﬁrst
slab model imposes a ﬁxed mixed layer depth zmo. The local temperature SST
is aﬀected by the latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes, in addition to the radiative
ﬂuxes. An additional relaxation term with time scale (τsst) of 1 hour is applied
to ensure that the domain mean SST remains close to a target value (SST0)
and eﬀectively extracts heat at each time step that in reality is heat either
mixed to the deeper ocean and/or advected out of the domain.
dSST
dt
=
−LH −HFX +GLW + SW − εσSST 4
ρCplzmo
+
SST0 − SST
τSST
, (2.25)
where the negative/positive sign indicates the outgoing/incoming ﬂux at the
surface, LH is latent heat, HFX is sensible heat ﬂux, GLW is longwave
radiation arriving at the surface, SW is net shortwave radiation arriving at the
surface, ε is the emissivity of the atmosphere, σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
SST is ocean mixed layer temperature, ρ is density of water and Cpl is speciﬁc
heat capacity of water.
Further experiments are also conducted with the standard mixed layer
ocean scheme available in WRF which is based on Pollard et al. (1973). This
scheme incorporates a wind driven prognostic model for the local mixed layer
depth and also represents the mixing of heat between the shallow mixed layer
and the upper 200 m of the ocean. Further details of this model are given in
Pollard et al. (1973).
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Figure 2.3: Column average of ﬁve days horizontal wind in west-east direction U (m
s−1) with τ values of a) 10 s b) 3600 s (1 hour) c) 21600 s (6 hours) and d) 86400 s
(24 hours).
2.2.3 Model conﬁguration
In the process of model conﬁguration a number of experiments are conducted
to obtain an appropriate CRM setup that can explain the self-organisation
process. Table 2.1 summarizes four experiments that vary the shape of the
domain and initial conditions. The ﬁrst experiment (conﬁg1) uses a square
domain (500x500 km) using an initial condition of higher moisture and tem-
perature values at the center of the domain. The initial conditions adopt the
thermodynamic anomalies that are used in an idealized tropical cyclone (TC)
initialization technique that uses analytic axisymmetric vortex at the center
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Name Initial condition Domain shape
conﬁg1 TC square(500x500 km)
conﬁg2 TC rectangle(1024x256 km)
conﬁg3 Random square(512x512 km)
conﬁg4 Random rectangle(1024x256 km)
Table 2.1: Lists the number of simulations conducted with varies values of domain
size and initial condition.
of the domain to initialize convection (Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987). Note
that this initialization technique thus enforces some measure of organisation
on the initial state, as opposed to using randomly distributed perturbations
as is more commonly the case. Thus if convective reverts in some experimen-
tation formats to a random distribution, this will be due to negative spatial
feedbacks.
In the second experiment (conﬁg2) is the same as conﬁg1 but with rectan-
gular shape (1024x256 km), using the same TC initialization. This channel-like
conﬁguration was originally introduced by Tompkins (2001a) to study the ef-
fect of convective ensemble in a large enough 3D domain and recently this
approach was adopted by Stephens et al. (2008); Wing and Timothy (2015).
The third experiment (conﬁg3) is a square domain (512x512 km, very similar
to conﬁg1) using instead random perturbations to initialize the simulation in
order to examine the impact of the form of the initial anomalies. The last
experiment (conﬁg4) is the same as the third experiment using a rectangular
shape of 1024x256 km.
Figure 2.4 presents the TCWV during day 70 of all the experiments, and
it demonstrates a well developed organisation structure in all the experiments.
However, the shape of the organized structure is aﬀected by the choice of
domain shape and initial conditions. In the narrower channel domains with a
cross domain distance of 256 km, the convection organises into a strong band-
like structure, which does not occur using the square domain format. Although
the form and location of the convection evolves throughout the simulation,
examination of similar snapshots at all other days (not shown) shows that this
distinction is robust, that is, the narrow domains always show a much stronger
linear organisation. This is consistent with Muller and Held (2012), who note
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a strong variation in organisation structure as a function of the domain set
up. Experiments conﬁg2 and conﬁg4 have a band like structure stretched in
south-north direction, while this structure is not apparent in conﬁg3, and is
also less deﬁned in conﬁg1 (Fig. 2.4); both of the latter experiments employing
the square domain. It is noted that the scale of the moist region in conﬁg1 and
conﬁg3 exceeds the width of the narrow channel domain indicating the possible
reason for the disposition of these domains to form linear organisation.
Figure 2.4: Column integrated water vapor(kg m−2) on day 70 of experiments a)
conﬁg1 b) conﬁg3 c) conﬁg2 and d) conﬁg4.
In addition to the diﬀerence in the shape of the cluster structure, conﬁg2
and conﬁg4 display lower TCWV values (less than 10 kg m−2) in the sub-
sidence region of the domain. These lower relative humidities are the result
of the increased organisation scale using the channel-like conﬁguration; the
distance from the convective regions is increased and the horizontal advective
source of humidity is reduced. This indicates that while these conﬁgurations
are adequately large to represent organisation they are constraining the scale
of the organisation, also evidenced by the formation of a single moist regions
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in all experiments. It is noted that Wing and Timothy (2015) uses a channel of
several thousand kilometres in order to achieve several distinct moist areas of
convection, although the cross-domain width was considerably smaller in those
experiments. Comparing the pairs of experiments using diﬀerent initial con-
ditions (conﬁg1 with conﬁg3 and conﬁg2 with conﬁg4), no strong dependence
on the initial perturbations is seen.
All the experiments can be a good candidate to investigate the self organ-
isation process, and the main experiments in the paper are conducted with
the 500 by 500 km domain size as it allowed the 3D organisation to establish.
This domain choice was made with the appreciation of the caveat that the do-
main appears to be inadequate to represent several moist convective 'centers'
contemporaneously, but is computationally economic enough to allow a wide
range of sensitivity experiments to be conducted.
Further sets of sensitivity tests were conducted concerning the set-up, con-
cerning the choices of the radiation scheme and subgrid-scale diﬀusion. While
the radiation scheme did not impact the organisational scale strongly, and is
not reported here, the choice of sub-grid mixing schemes resulted in a sig-
niﬁcant diﬀerence in terms of level of organisation. These experiments are
the topic of chapter 4 where an explanation will be presented to explain the
underlying mechanism for this sensitivity.
2.2.4 Summary of default conﬁguration
For purpose of investigating the physical mechanisms that aﬀect the self organ-
isation process, a cloud resolving model (CRM) is conﬁgured with a domain
size of 500 by 500 km with a horizontal grid length of 2 km. The top vertical
value of the setup is 25 km with 62 levels of stretched grid points. The lowest
model level is at 39 m with grid spacing of only 50 m to the second level, then
the spacing extends to 100 m, 200 m, 500 m and 1 km for the ﬁrst 1 km, 1 km
to 5 km, 5 km to 15 km and 15 km to 25 km respectively.
The control experiment uses 3D Smagorinsky scheme with YSU PBL for
the horizontal and vertical sub-grid eddy mixing, respectively. An imposed
horizontal wind of 0 m s−1 with relaxation time scale of 10 s is applied to
prevent the build up of wind-shear.
The lateral boundary conditions are periodic and the initial environmental
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Domain size 500 x 500 x 25 km−3
Horizontal grid length 2km
Number of vertical levels 62 with stretched grid
Time step 12 s
Sea surface temperature 301.5 K
Imposed wind zero
Coriolis parameter zero
Boundary conditions periodic lateral boundary
Initial/Environmental Proﬁle Mean sounding from the
west indies Jordan (1958)
Table 2.2: Summary of the setup of the control simulations
condition is speciﬁed based on Jordan mean hurricane sounding for the West
Indies area (Jordan, 1958). To initialize convection an analytic axisymmetric
vortex speciﬁed by Rotunno and Emanuel (1987) is placed at the center of the
domain and the simulation is run for duration of 70 days. This experiment
excludes the Coriolis eﬀect and all large scale mass and moisture forcing. The
absence of moisture convergence is observed to be consistent with zero monthly
mean values for speciﬁc times during the year in certain mid-Paciﬁc regions
(Dodd and James, 1996). Table 2.2 presents the summary of the model setup.
2.3 Diagnostics for organisation
In the introduction chapter it is shown that suppressing surface ﬂux or radia-
tion feedback had an impact on the level of convective organisation as shown
in ﬁgure 1.3. However, when comparing the two experiments in panal B and
C it is not obvious in which experiment clustering is greater. It is therefore
necessary to determine a set of appropriate metrics to show the level of clus-
tering in simulations. Using such metrics the strength of mechanisms that are
responsible for the organisation/disorganisation of the system can be quanti-
ﬁed.
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2.3.1 OLR
In the case of self-aggregated system, the convective region with higher values
of humidity and cloudiness are limited into a small proportion of the domain.
Whereas, the dominant convection-free environment is characterized by a large
increase in outgoing longwave radiation (OLR). As a result the increase in do-
main average OLR value can be used as indicator of self-aggregation (Wing and
Emanuel, 2014). This is demonstrated in ﬁgure 2.5 a, where the experiments
with higher domain average OLR value indicate higher level of organisation.
Further discussion about the mechanisms that aﬀect the level of organisation
will be presented in section 5.1 that discusses the impact of horizontal imposed
wind.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Time series of domain average a) OLR b) TCWV value for experiments
with horizontal imposed wind value of 0 ms−1, 1 ms−1, 5 ms−1 and 10 ms−1.
2.3.2 TCWV
During the self-organisation process, a small dry patch at the beginning of the
process expands as the organisation process matures and covers the majority
of the domain. This can be an indicator of self-aggregation (Bretherton et al.,
2005; Wing and Emanuel, 2014). Figure 2.5 b shows a comparison among
domain average total column water vapor (TCWV) of the same experiments
used for OLR. In this case also it is apparent to identify the experiments with
higher/lower level of organisation. The system with higher level of organisation
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gets drier while the experiment with low level of organisation doesn't show
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in TCWV during the evolution of the organisation (ﬁgure
2.5 b).
2.3.3 Organization index
The organisation index (Iorg) method is based on a statistics of the nearest
neighbor cumulative distribution function (NNCDF). If convection were ran-
domly organized, and thus can be considered as a Poisson point process. The
distribution function is given by Weibull distribution (Stoyan et al., 1987) as
shown in equation 2.26. In this case, a stationary Poisson point process is
considered as a possible model for cloud nearest neighbor distributions in a
bounded region (Weger et al., 1992).
NNCDFran = 1− exp(−λpir2). (2.26)
Here λ is the number of points per unit area (a normalizing factor) and r is
the nearest neighbor distance.
To apply the NNCDF distribution method to the model output, one should
ﬁrst identify the convective cores. We focus on the updraught cores since these
cover a small fraction of the domain (Craig, 1996) and thus the contamination
of the statistics by edge eﬀects and merging are minimized (Weger et al., 1992).
Convective columns are identiﬁed based on the vertical velocity at the level
of 730 hPa (2680 m). If the vertical velocity at the given height is greater or
equal to the threshold velocity of 1 m s−1 then it is considered as a convective
core according to a widely used deﬁnition of convection updraft (e.g LeMone
and Zipser, 1980; Robe and Emanuel, 1996).
Once the convective cores are identiﬁed then it is important to recursively
trace each updraft element to ﬁnd the centroid of each updraught. In other
words, all adjacent updraught cells combined together to be considered as a
single core (ﬁgure 2.6). This is important since it excludes a possible interac-
tions among these convective cores. For each centroid, the nearest neighbor
distance (NND) to the closest convective cores is then calculated, taking care
to account for the periodic boundary conditions (ﬁgure 2.6)
After obtaining the PDF of NND, the cumulative density function is cal-
culated as a function of NND and it is referred here as the simulated NNCDF
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Figure 2.6: Centroid of each updraught, updraught pixel and nearest neighbor dis-
tance between two convective cores.
(NNCDFsim). The graph of simulated versus Poisson NNCDF can provide
important information about the characteristics of the distribution (ﬁgure 2.7).
The simulated NNCDF will increase faster for organized states since a system
with clustered distribution will have more NN pairs for a given NND than ex-
pected for the Poisson distribution. As a result the NNCDFsim value is larger
than the corresponding Poisson NNCDF. Thus the curve will be above the
diagonal as shown in ﬁgure 2.7. On the other hand, a system with a regular
distribution will have fewer NN pairs separated by a given distance than it
would be expected by the Poisson NNCDF as a result the NNCDF curve lies
below the diagonal. The NNCDFsim have the same value as Poisson NNCDF
for the case of random distribution and the curve will lie on the diagonal.
Figure 2.7: NNCDF curve for regular, random and clustered distributions.
In order to document the degree of clustering accurately, the area under
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the graph of the NNCDFsim versus Poisson NNCDF is integrated. In this
thesis, this integrated value is perceived as index of organization (Iorg). The
trapezoidal rule is used to approximately calculate the Iorg value of the sim-
ulation. The NNCDF comparison for the possible distribution of updrafts is
given in 2.7, which results in representation of regular, random and clustered
hypothetical situations. The Iorg value is calculated for each day of the simula-
tion (control run), using velocity snapshots from each experiments, to observe
the evolution of self-organisation during the simulation, as shown in ﬁgure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Time series of daily Iorg values for the control experiment (detail discus-
sion will be given in chapter 3).
In general, the method is applied to the whole simulation domain and thus
measures the overall level of organisation as λ is calculated for the domain
mean. It is also possible to calculate Iorg for subregions of the domain which
would allow one to document the degree of spatial organisation as a function
of spatial scale. This would be an interesting additional step since the mutual
inclusivity of certain processes may lead to convection being organized over
mesoscale while the action of cold pools or shortwave feedback might generate
regularity over smaller spatial scales.
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2.3.4 Summary of diagnostics for organisation
All the diagnostics introduced in this section properly diﬀerentiate whether
a given experiment has higher or lower level of organisation. However, the
organisation metrics that use OLR and TCWV don't have a precise value for
the extent of organisation. This value can be easily obtained from Iorg to
analyze the the level of clustering, randomness and regularity in convective
ﬁeld at equilibrium.
Chapter3
Convective Organization
The main objective of this chapter is to investigate whether convective or-
ganisation occurs in the control experiment, where the summery of its model
setup is given in table 2.2. This CRM is also used to identify the role of
various physical mechanisms which are responsible for the self-organisation of
convection.
3.1 Equilibrium state
Figure 3.1 presents the instantaneous snapshot of clouds, which is identiﬁed
using the values of the mixing ratio of all liquid and ice phase precipitating
and non-precipitating condensates. The isosurface values of these hydrome-
ters greater than 0.15 g kg−1 is used to visualize the horizontal and vertical
distribution of clouds in the simulation.
During day 10 the hydrometers are distributed all over the domain with
cores of varying height (shallow and deep convection) (Fig. 3.1 a). This
highlights the random distribution of convection during the initial stage of
the simulation. Later on (day 70), the distribution of the condensates are
restricted to a speciﬁc location of the domain and this marks the presence of
a strong organisation (Fig. 3.1 b).
Signiﬁcant variations in the distribution of hydrometeors, radiation and
surface ﬂuxes are observed inside the domain of self-organized systems (e.g
Bretherton et al., 2005). These variations depend on the evolution time scale
of self-organisation process. Fig. 3.2 shows the distribution of total column
water vapor (TCWV) at diﬀerent stages of the simulation. During the initial
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Isosurface values of hydrometers greater than 0.15 g kg−1 on a) day 10
and b) day 70 of the simulation.
period there is a small dry patch around 110 km and 40 km in the west-east
and south-north directions respectively. This dry patch expands as the self-
organisation process evolves in time and eventually conﬁne the moist region
into a band like structure. The expansion of the dry patch with the convection
eventually restricted to a small region of the domain is also observed in a
number of previous CRM simulations such as Held et al. (1993); Sui et al.
(1994); Tompkins and Craig (1998a); Bretherton et al. (2005); Muller and
Held (2012) and Wing and Emanuel (2014). However, the shape of the moist
convective region can vary based on the choice of model and diﬀerent model
settings, as pointed out by Muller and Held (2012).
The domain is partitioned based on the TCWV values of the domain into
four quartile regions (moistest, moist, dry and driest) which should reveal large
diﬀerences in energy budget components because of the large diﬀerences within
the domain of self-organized systems. For the discussion of the equilibrium
state, the time series of TCWV and temperature ﬁeld is used as shown in
ﬁgure 3.3. The domain average TCWV value initially increase from 44 to 49
kg m−2 during the ﬁrst 10 days then it slowly declines to 32 kg m−2 by day
50. It remains close to this value until the end of the simulation. However,
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Figure 3.2: Column integrated water vapor values on day a) 5 b) 25 c) 50 and d) 70.
there is a large variation between the quartiles in terms of the adjustment to
the respective equilibrium values. The moistest quartile reaches 52 kg m−2
during the ﬁrst 4 days and then remains close to this value for the rest of
the simulation of the control run, while the second moistest quartile takes
more than 50 days to reach equilibrium (Fig. 3.3), since these regions are
the last to be impacted by the growth of the dry patch. Similar observations
that highlight the varying time scale between the quartiles are reported by
Bretherton et al. (2005), in which they have used a square domain of 576 by
576 km and run their simulation for the duration of 100 days.
The main reason for the variation in adjustment time scale of TCWV is
related to the organisation process. During the ﬁrst 10 days the diﬀerence
among the quartiles is small since the dry patch grows in a top-down manner,
with the upper troposphere drying ﬁrst (see also Tompkins and Craig, 1998b;
Emanuel et al., 2014). The upper tropospheric dry anomalies have a limited
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impact on convection through entrainment processes as humidity is limited
there. After day 10, the driest part dramatically declines due to the impact of
the initiation of the self-organisation process. At this point the dry anomaly
has started to reach the lower troposphere and have an signiﬁcant inﬂuence
on suppressing convection (this entrainment mechanism will be investigated in
further detail in chapter 4). This is also clearly visible in the domain average
TCWV values (Fig. 3.3).
The variation in domain average temperature value is limited to less than
0.7 K which shows that the initial state is close to the model equilibrium value.
The diﬀerences between quartiles are small since the horizontal atmospheric
virtual temperature gradient is removed by gravity wave propagation over
relatively fast time scales, leading to a weak horizontal temperature gradient
(e.g Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz, 1989; Sobel et al., 2001). The dry bulb
temperature variations between the quartiles (Fig. 3.3) at around 0.7 K is due
to the moisture gradients. Thus the moistest regions are cooler to oﬀset the
virtual temperature eﬀect of the humidity (Fig. 3.3).
3.2 Vertical proﬁle of the equilibrium state
3.2.1 Skew-T
To examine the vertical proﬁle, a skew-T diagram of a ﬁve day domain average
thermodynamic variables of the moist and dry regions is considered. All the
variables are sorted by the TCWV value and the ﬁrst and last 25% (quartiles)
of these values are binned together and taken as driest and moistest part of
the domain respectively.
The skew-T plot of the driest quartile for average values of days 5 to 9
is shown in ﬁgure 3.4 a. The lifting condensation level (LCL) temperature
and pressure are 21 C and 934 hPa respectively, but these values change to
14 C and 858 hPa on the last period of the simulation. The showalter index
is an index used to assess 850 hPa parcel instability/stability, and indicates
the driest quartile in the early stage to be marginally instable while stable
conditions are observed in the later stages of the simulation.
Convective available potential energy (CAPE) is a measure of the energy
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: Time series of domain average a) Temperature and b) TCWV for the
entire integration. The black lines are domain means and the other curves are means
of sub domain region sorted into four quartiles on the basis of their daily mean of
column integrated water vapor content.
available to an ascending parcel:
CAPEp = g
∫ LNB
i
(
Tu − Tenv
Tenv
)dz, (3.1)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Skew-T diagram of a ﬁve day domain average of a) 25% of driest part(days
5-9) b) 25% of wettest part(days 5-9) c) 25% of driest part(days 65-69) b) 25% of
wettest part(days 65-69).
where CAPEp is convective available potential energy at pressure level p, Tu is
updraft parcel temperature, Tenv environmental temperature, integrated from
certain level (i) up to level of neutral buoyancy (LNB). CAPE is zero by the end
of the simulation (day 65 to 69) in the driest region. The contrast between
the initial and ﬁnal stage of thermodynamic values in the driest region is
signiﬁcant, marking the intensiﬁcation of the dry region due to self-aggregation
processes.
There is a minor diﬀerence in the moistest region between the initial and
ﬁnal stage of the simulation as shown in ﬁgure 3.4 b and d. This is consistent
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to the wettest total column water vapor value (ﬁgure 3.3 b), which indicates
a small variation throughout the simulation. The skew-T plots underscore the
remarkable eﬀect of organisation of convection on the vertical distribution of
moisture and temperature.
3.2.2 Moisture, vertical motion and cloud proﬁles
The eﬀect of self-organisation is also found to modulate the vertical structure
of relative humidity, vertical motion, mixing ratio of rain and cloud water.
These values are binned into four quartiles based on TCWV values on day 5
and 70 that represent the initial and ﬁnal stage of the simulation respectively.
The moistest quartile on day 5 has a higher relative humidity (RH) than
the domain average above the boundary layer (Fig. 3.5). The interplay of
cumulus clouds with environmental humidity can be the cause for this variation
in vertical structure (Bretherton et al., 2005). This diﬀerence is quite extreme
by day 70, as the two driest quartiles have less than 20% RH throughout
much of the free troposphere while the moistest quartile has more than 80%
in the mid-troposphere as shown in ﬁgure 3.6. Examples of such extremely
dry atmospheric columns were also observed over the Paciﬁc Ocean during
the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response
Experiment (TOGA COARE) by Mapes and Zuidema (1996), and are thus
not necessary unrealistic in terms of the dry anomaly magnitude. The domain
average RH decreases as the organisation progresses.
A similar behaviour is observed for the mass weighted vertical velocity
where the top heavy vertical structure of moistest quartile is obvious by day
70 relative to day 5. In both periods the domain average value is zero by
construction due to the periodic boundary conditions. The vertical structure
of mixing ratio of rain and cloud disappear in the dry quartiles during the last
period of the simulation. This is also an impact of self-organisation that inten-
siﬁes/suppresses precipitation and deep clouds in the moistest/driest quartile
due to a vigorous/weak convective activity in the corresponding moist quartiles
(Fig. 3.6). The observed strong relation of deep convection (cloud) and hu-
midity is the main characteristic of tropical regions where convective activity is
the main source of moisture in the free troposphere (Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ,
2004), and dry tropospheres may suppress convective activity (Maloney and
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Figure 3.5: Vertical proﬁle of 5 day (65-69) average value of a) Relative humidity b)
Mass weighted vertical velocity c) Rain water mixing ratio d) Cloud water mixing
ratio.
Hartmann, 1998; Derbyshire et al., 2004).
3.3 Organization process in equilibrium state
In this section the evolution of self organisation is analyzed using the frozen
moist static energy (hf ) budget as used by Bretherton et al. (2005) and Muller
and Held (2012). It is a useful thermodynamic variable which is conserved dur-
ing phase change and is thus not aﬀected by convection processes. Hence, hf
is conserved during moist adiabatic process including the freezing and melting
of precipitation as shown in equation 3.2. Moreover, the correlations terms of
feedbacks due to diabatic processes as in Wing and Emanuel (2014) is used to
identify the mechanisms that are responsible for positive/negative feedbacks
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Figure 3.6: Vertical proﬁle of 5 day (65-69) average value of a) Relative humidity b)
Mass weighted vertical velocity c) Rain water mixing ratio d) Cloud water mixing
ratio.
to the organisation process.
hf = cpT + gz + Lvqv − Lfqi (3.2)
where hf is the frozen moist static energy, cp is isobaric speciﬁc heat of dry
air, T is temperature, g is gravitational acceleration, Lv is latent heat of va-
porization, qv is water vapor mixing ratio, Lf is latent heat of fusion and qi is
ice phase condensate.
3.3.1 Evolution to self organisation state
Although this control experiment is initialized by introducing a signiﬁcant
positive perturbation of moisture and temperature at the domain center, an
evenly distributed temperature and moisture ﬁeld with convective grid points
distributed throughout the domain are observed by day 5. Self-organisation is
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not apparent in the ﬁeld of vertical velocity, outgoing longwave radiation(OLR)
and total heat ﬂuxes during the initial period (Fig. 3.7). However, the vertical
velocity at the level of 730 hPa, which serves as a proxy for locating deep
convective towers, reveals a small fraction of the domain is free from convection
centered at x = 150 km and y = 60 km. This same location exhibits enhanced
top of atmosphere (TOA) OLR values and depressed water vapor values. This
indicates the location of the small dry patch in the early stage of the self-
organisation process. The values of latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes are found
to be small and distributed non-uniformly as shown in ﬁgure 3.8 a and b, with
enhanced values near convection due to the action of cold pools (raise air-sea
diﬀerences and enhanced gustiness).
Figure 3.7: a) Vertical velocity at the level of 730 hPa (day 5) b) outgoing long wave
radiation (day 5) c) total surface heat ﬂux (day 5) d) Vertical velocity at the level
of 730 hPa (day 70) e) outgoing long wave radiation (day 70) f) total surface heat
ﬂux (day 70) in the control run.
Eventually, these ﬂuxes become well structured as self-organisation matures
and this is clearly visible in ﬁgure 3.7 f. During this period, there is a higher
moisture gradient between the surface and the atmosphere in the dry zone.
This enhances the latent heat ﬂuxes in this region as shown in ﬁgure 3.8 d.
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The opposite is true for sensible heat ﬂuxes as shown in 3.8 c. These ﬂuxes
are enhanced in the convective regions due to the cold pools that increases the
temperature gradient. They are depressed in dry region as a result of strong
subsidence warming.
The small dry patch continues to expand and conﬁne the moist region into
a small band as the self-organisation process evolves. By day 70 the driest
region is so dry that all convection is suppressed in ﬁgure 3.7 d and e. On
the contrary, the moist part gets progressively moister and an enhancement of
convection is observed during the last period of the simulation (day 70). An
Enhancement of OLR values on the dry and cloud free region is clearly visible
while a decrease in convective region is indicated due to deep cumulus anvil
cloud that can limit outgoing infrared radiation.
Figure 3.8: a) Sensible heat ﬂux (day 5) b) latent heat ﬂux (day 5) c) Sensible heat
ﬂux (day 70) d) latent heat ﬂux (day 70) in the control run.
Model variables such as OLR, TCWV and others can be useful in iden-
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tifying the location and organisation of convection. The organisation index
method introduced earlier provides further information about the model's evo-
lution towards an organized state. For the ﬁrst 3 weeks of the simulation the
Iorg is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 0.5 (2-tail student T-test) indicating
randomly organised convection. Around day 20, the index starts to increase,
indicating the onset of organisation. Thus the diagnostic indicates the control
experiment starts to transform from random to a clustered spatial distribution
of convection around day 20 of the simulation (Fig. 3.9). The organisation
index increases approximately linearly over a period oﬀ 20 days to reach a new
equilibrium around day 40-45, with a value of 0.8 indicating strongly organized
convection. Temporal random ﬂuctuations are also apparent as expected due
to sampling and the stochastic nature of convection (Plant and Craig, 2008).
The S-shaped adjustment curve of Iorg is partly an artifact of the method being
used in a domain with doubly periodic boundary conditions. These enforce a
maximum separation between the convective towers to be D√
2
, where D is the
size of the square domain. Thus even though ﬁgure 3.7 and 3.8 show dry patch
formation and growth starting from the beginning of the integration, it is not
detectable by Iorg until dry patch grows suﬃciently to start to cluster convec-
tion at the scale below D√
2
. Once organisation is established it appears robust
since the existence of past clouds aﬀects the location and mesoscale spatial
arrangement of future clouds, as it is observed by Houze et al. (1981) for the
case of cloud distribution in the inter-tropical convergence zone. Similarly the
organisation index diagnostic shows the pattern of the initial, intermediate and
matured states of cloud distribution for the control experiment.
3.3.2 Time series of diabatic forces
The time series of the atmospheric diabatic ﬂux convergence are shown in ﬁg-
ure 3.10 and 3.11 to examine their evolution during the organisational onset.
The net shortwave and longwave radiation is obtained by taking the diﬀerence
between the top of atmosphere (TOA) and surface radiative ﬂuxes. All ﬂuxes
are partitioned into four quartiles based on TCWV values. The ﬂuxes conﬁrm
the pattern observed with the organisation index in that the quartiles have
similar values for the ﬁrst 15 to 20 days. After the ﬁrst ten days of simulation
the infrared values of the driest quartile start to increase and are doubled by
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Figure 3.9: Time series of daily Iorg value in the control run.
day 36 as organisation establishes (Fig. 3.10 a). After this period the driest
quartile remains close to the values of 120 W m−2 at the surface until the
end of the simulation. However, there are limited ﬂuctuations (2 W m−2) of
surface longwave radiation value in the wettest quartile throughout the simu-
lation period (Fig. 3.10). The observed adjustment time scale for the driest
and wettest quartiles are directly related to corresponding TCWV quartiles as
shown in ﬁgure 3.3 b.
To describe the relationship between the emitted longwave radiation from
the surface and the amount of TCWV in diﬀerent parts of the quartiles, a
simple one layer representation of infrared radiation ﬂux is considered in which
the surface emits as a black body over which a given atmosphere lies:
LWs = σT
4
s − εσT 4a , (3.3)
where LWs longwave radiation at the surface, σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Ts
is surface temperature, ε the emissivity of the atmosphere and Ta is atmosphere
temperature.
The control experiment has ﬁxed SST and assume a weak horizontal tem-
perature gradient, thus the surface temperature doesn't contribute to the varia-
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Figure 3.10: Time series of a) longwave radiation at the surface b) longwave radiation
at TOA c) net longwave (surface minus TOA) radiation in the atmospheric column
for domain average and 4 quartiles.
tion in the longwave radiation budget. Hence the values of longwave emissivity,
that in turn depends on the moisture content of the atmosphere, is mainly re-
sponsible for the variation in surface longwave energy budget in dry and moist
regions. This implies that in this control experiment the longwave emissivity
in the dry region is reduced relative to the moist part of the domain. This can
also explain why the intermediate dry and wet quartiles also follow their corre-
sponding TCWV value for the relative increase in the amount of the longwave
radiation at surface as the self-organisation matures.
The outgoing longwave radiation at TOA partitioned into quartiles based
on TCWV is presented in ﬁgure 3.10 b. The amount of longwave radiation
released at TOA from the moistest quartile is much smaller (by about 75 W
m−2) than the driest quartile after the self-organisation matures. As a result,
the moistest quartile is characterized by higher value of net longwave radiation
in the column (Fig. 3.10 c). This eﬀect can be related to the absorption of
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infrared radiation by the green house gases (e.g Weaver et al., 1994; Bony
et al., 1997).
Figure 3.11: Time series of a) latent heat ﬂux at the surface b) net shortwave (TOA
minus surface) radiation in the atmospheric column c) sensible heat ﬂux at surface
and d) net total energy in the atmospheric column for domain average and 4 quartiles
.
Similarly, shortwave radiation ﬂux in the atmospheric column is consid-
ered in ﬁgure 3.11b for the domain partitioned into the four quartiles. The
moistest quartile of the shortwave radiation has a small variation (around 3 W
m−2) throughout the simulation similar to the evolution of the corresponding
quartile's TCWV values (Fig. 3.3 b). However, a slight decreasing trend in
the shortwave radiation is observed as the organisation intensiﬁes due to the
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radiative eﬀects associated with clouds; anvil cirrus clouds in particular. The
absorbed shortwave radiation of the driest quartile instead declines sharply in
the same way as the corresponding TCWV trends. Similarly, the intermediate
quartiles show a decreasing trend in the column shortwave radiation, in asso-
ciation with the decreasing column moisture. This highlights the critical role
of water vapor in dictating the amount of absorbed radiation (shortwave and
longwave) in the atmosphere (e.g Wing and Emanuel, 2014).
Figure 3.11a presents the daily quartile average value of latent heat heat
ﬂux from the surface. As already pointed out, the sensible surface heat ﬂux
is dominated by latent heat ﬂux over the ocean surfaces. It is shown that the
latent heat ﬂux increases dramatically as the atmosphere gets drier (Fig. 3.11
a). This is the reason for not observing a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
quartiles until the organisation process intensiﬁes. For instance, the latent heat
of the driest quartile increases substantially after day 16 due to an increasing
diﬀerence between the saturated surface and the humidity of the boundary
layer air.
The sensible heat ﬂux from the surface is found to decrease in the driest
zone due to the inﬂuence of subsidence after the onset of self-aggregation (Fig.
3.11 c). In contrast, there is enhancement of the sensible heat ﬂux in the
moistest quartile. This is caused by the eﬀect of cold pools and convective
gustiness, which are a key positive mechanisms for self-organisation processes
(e.g Tompkins, 2001b; Bretherton et al., 2005). The sensible heat ﬂux is smaller
by an order of magnitude when it compares to latent heat ﬂux. As a result
the eﬀect of sensible heat ﬂux is barely discernible when one considers the
contribution of total heat ﬂux from the surface.
Figure 3.11d shows the total amount of absorbed energy in the atmo-
spheric column. The driest and moistest quartiles have reached to similar
value (around 110 W m−2) as the organisation process matures. The reason
for higher values in the driest quartile is because of large contribution of latent
heat ﬂux from the surface, while in the moistest quartile there is increasing
absorption of the radiations as the organisation process intensiﬁes. All the cal-
culations of net energy in the atmospheric column highlight how the incoming
and outgoing energy from the surface and the sun can be modulated by the
organisation process, in the meantime these diabatic processes have signiﬁcant
positive or negative feedback to the self-aggregation process.
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3.3.3 Frozen moist static energy budget
The mass weighted vertically integrated hf is identiﬁed as an important diag-
nostic to study the roles of varies mechanisms in the self organisation of con-
vection (Bretherton et al., 2005; Muller and Held, 2012; Wing and Emanuel,
2014). The temporal rate of change of this value depends only on advection and
diabatic heating processes of surface ﬂuxes and radiation as shown in equation
3.4, while convection does not aﬀect its mass weighted vertical integral:
d
dt
∫
hf = THF +NetSW +NetLW + Chf (3.4)
where the
∫
hf is mass weighted integral of equation 3.4, THF is sum of latent
heat ﬂux and sensible heat ﬂux, NetSW is column shortwave radiative ﬂux
convergence, NetLW is column longwave radiative ﬂux convergence and Chf
is vertically integrated horizontal convergence of hf .
The adiabatic term Chf is calculated as a residual term by taking the
diﬀerence between d
dt
∫
hf and diabatic terms of equation 3.4 (Bretherton et al.,
2005; Muller and Held, 2012; Wing and Emanuel, 2014). The hf budget is used
to identify the dominant mechanisms in the evolution of the system to self
organisation. It has already been shown how diabatic and adiabatic processes
set up the large scale gradient in total column water vapor during the evolution
to the organized state. To quantify their respective role on diﬀerent stage of
the evolution, a comparison of the various terms of hf budget of equation 3.4
as a function of hf tendency term is shown in ﬁgure 3.12.
Figure 3.12 shows various terms of moist static budget in diﬀerent stages
of the simulation. This includes the total diabatic term (the sum of surface
and radiation ﬂuxes), the advective term (Chf ) and the storage term ( ddt
∫
hf ).
The y-axis indicates the variation from the domain average of these terms and
they are sorted based on the system's TCWV values (x-axis).
During the early period of the simulation (Days 5-9, ﬁgure 3.12a), the
advective term shows a downgradient horizontal transport of hf from high
energy columns to low energy columns as observed by Muller and Held (2012)
for the case of unorganized convection. It indicates the advective term is
not contributing positively for the self-aggregation process at this period. On
the other hand, the total diabatic term is a positive feedback in most of the
columns. This shows more cooling from dry regions and warming in moist
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.12: Five day mean values of hf tendency terms of both adiabatic(advection)
and diabatic processes (total heat ﬂux, net column convergence of longwave and
shortwave ﬂux) plotted as departure from domain averages a) average hf budget of
day 5-9 b) average hf budget of day 15-19 c) average hf budget of day 35-39 d)
average hf budget of day 65-69 . All these values are binned together and sorted
based on column integrated water vapor content.
regions. A detail discussion of diabatic feedback will be presented in the next
section.
During day 15 to 19 (3.12 b), a small portion of the domain (8% of the dri-
est region) horizontally transports hf from low energy to high energy columns
which results a decrease in moist static energy in the dry region. This upgra-
dient transport of energy represents a positive feedback that will lead to self-
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organisation. The contribution of the advective term to the self-organisation
process intensiﬁes during day 35 to 39 (3.12c). This is consistent with Brether-
ton et al. (2005); Muller and Held (2012), who also found a positive feedback to
the self-aggregation process when there is an upgradient horizontal transport
of moist static energy. On the other hand, spatial ﬂuctuations in the advection
term lead to changes in storage term during the last stage of the simulation
(day 65-69). As a result positive and negative feedback to the self-organisation
process appears interchangeably throughout the domain.
Note that care has to be taken when interpreting these plots due to the
fact that columns are constantly changing their water vapour and thus the
TCWV to which they are allocated during the experiment. For example,
one might expect to diagnose a balance between the terms during day 65-
69 as the experiment has reached quasi-equilibrium by this point. But the
imbalance in, for example, the very driest bin implies that the columns in
this bin are becoming moister and thus on subsequent time steps are replaced
by other columns undergoing a drying tendency. In other words, there is no
temporal coherency in the columns contributing the statistics of each bin and
no equilibrium can be expected. This is also true for the Hovmuller plots that
will be shown in the subsequent section.
3.3.4 Diabatic feedback
A powerful diagnostic method that was ﬁrst introduced by Wing and Emanuel
(2014) is used to quantify the role of diabatic feedback on the self-organisation
process. This method calculates the correlation values for each diabatic terms
based on their relation with the anomaly of the mass-weighted vertical integral
of hf :
∫
h
′
f
d
dt
∫
h
′
f =
∫
h
′
fTHF
′+
∫
h
′
fNetSW
′+
∫
h
′
fNetLW
′+
∫
h
′
fChf (3.5)
where
∫
h
′
f is anomaly of the density weighted vertical integral of hf ,
∫
h
′
fTHF
′,∫
h
′
fNetSW
′,
∫
h
′
fNetLW
′ and
∫
h
′
fChf represent the correlations of total heat
ﬂux, column shortwave convergence, infrared convergence and horizontal di-
vergence of the density weighted vertical integral of hf respectively with the
variance of the density weighted vertical integral of hf .
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As self-organisation is associated with an increase in the variance of verti-
cally integrated hf , all processes that increase the variance favor self-aggregation.
These correlation terms are obtained by taking the anomaly from domain aver-
age of all the terms in equation 3.4 and multiply them by anomaly of vertically
integrated hf as shown in equation 3.5. If the correlation term in equation 3.5
is positive, there is either an anomalous source of hf in a region of already
high hf or anomalous sink of hf in a region of low hf . Both of these processes
are considered to be a positive feedback for self-organisation process (Wing
and Emanuel, 2014). Note that the implicit assumption of this analysis is that
convection occurs preferentially in areas of high hf . While this is generally
the case, the analysis does not consider how the vertical distribution of the
hf tendencies aﬀect the atmospheric moist static stability. For example, a
cold anomaly in the planetary boundary layer will likely have a dramatically
diﬀerent impact on convective activity and the mesoscale circulation than the
equivalent (in hf terms) cold perturbation in the upper troposphere.
The Hovmuller plot of the sum of all diabatic correlation terms is shown in
ﬁgure 3.13 in moisture-time space. For each day, all the diabatic correlation
terms are normalized by domain average of the vertically integrated hf variance
and also the color bar in ﬁgure 3.13 and 3.14 is limited to the range of -5e−6
day−1and 5e−6 day−1 to make interpretation easier.
Figure 3.13 is partitioned (marked by a solid line) into two by a zero
anomaly value of density weighted vertical integral of hf (
∫
h
′
f = 0). There are
negative and positive values to the left and right side of this line, respectively.
For example, if the anomaly of a certain diabatic term is positive and found
on the left side of the ﬁgure, it will be considered as negative feedback. Fig-
ure 3.13 indicates the correlation terms to be positive during the ﬁrst 12 days
except in small regions close to the zero contour (
∫
h
′
f ) line. The net eﬀect of
the diabatic terms play a signiﬁcant role for the onset of self-aggregation both
in dry and moist regions.
After day 12, the correlation ﬁeld is classiﬁed into four regions. This shows
that the diabatic terms are acting as a relative sink (recall that tendency per-
turbations are examined) of hf at intermediate ranges of hf , but as a source
for the regions of lowest and highest hf . Thus the gradients of hf are reduced
by these processes for the driest regions, homogenizing the water vapor, but
gradients are enhanced for the moister regions, a positive feedback on convec-
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Figure 3.13: The sum of all diabatic correlation values plotted as function of moisture
versus time, where the correlation terms are sorted based on the values of total
column water vapor. The solid line indicates the zero anomaly value of density
weighted vertical integral of hf (
∫
h
′
f = 0), where values on the left and right side of
this line have a negative and positive
∫
h
′
f values, respectively.
tive organisation, assuming the convection is occurring in the moistest regions.
The ﬁgure highlights the existence of competing mechanisms of positive and
negative feedbacks during diﬀerent stages of the organisation process. This
behavior is already observed in the analysis of the relative contribution of dia-
batic and adiabatic terms using hf budget (shown in ﬁgure 3.12). This section
takes the discussion further by considering the continuous feedback evolution
of diabatic mechanisms and their components as shown in ﬁgure 3.13 and 3.14.
Figure 3.14 (a) and (d) show a decomposition of diabatic terms into the
radiation and surface ﬂux feedbacks respectively. The radiation feedback has a
positive correlation values in almost all part of the domain except some small
regions on the left side of the zero contour (
∫
h
′
f ) for the ﬁrst 20 days and this
shifts to the right side of the zero contour until the end of the simulation. The
total surface ﬂux feedback has positive value for almost all part of the domain
for the ﬁrst 10 days. Thereafter, the leftmost and the majority of the right
side of the zero contour regions indicate negative correlation values. During
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Figure 3.14: Correlation values of a) radiation b) longwave c) shortwave d) surface
ﬂux e) latent heat ﬂux and f) sensible heat ﬂux plotted as function of moisture versus
time, where the correlation terms are sorted based on the values of total column water
vapor. The solid line indicates the zero anomaly value of density weighted vertical
integral of hf (
∫
h
′
f = 0), where values on the left and right side of this line have a
negative and positive
∫
h
′
f values respective.
the last twelve days of the simulation, positive correlation are found for the
surface ﬂux at the right top corner of moisture-time ﬁeld.
Comparing the radiation and surface ﬂux feedbacks with the total diabatic
correlation values provides information on the dominant mechanisms during
speciﬁc stages of the simulation. For instance, the observed positive corre-
lations for the ﬁrst 12 days are also reﬂected in both radiation and surface
ﬂux feedbacks. However, the surface ﬂux feedback starts to have negative
correlation, and thus opposes organisation, earlier than observed for the to-
tal diabatic feedback ﬁeld. This indicates in the driest part of the domain,
the positive feedback of radiation is the dominate mechanism. Thereafter, the
surface ﬂux negative feedback started to dominate in the driest, low hf areas
of the domain. While the organisation is controlled by the positive radiation
feedbacks. The combined eﬀect of surface and radiation feedback is apparent
in ﬁgure 3.13, 3.14 (a) and (d) for the intermediate hf regions as well. It shows
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both the surface and radiation ﬂux feedbacks have similar magnitude in terms
of
∫
h
′
f budget and they are equally important for self-aggregation processes
(Wing and Emanuel, 2014).
Further decomposition of radiation into shortwave and longwave feedbacks
highlights the critical role of each of the mechanisms for the self-organisation
process in diﬀerent stages of the simulation. For instance, during the ﬁrst 18
days the infrared radiation has a positive correlation value for the dry and
moist columns. In contrast, shortwave radiation feedback shows a positive
feedback in the moistest regions while the left side of the region (from
∫
h
′
f =
0 line) is mostly indicates a negative correlation value. During this period, the
longwave radiation feedback dominates the total radiation feedbacks.
To further understand the underlying mechanisms of these feedbacks a
column longwave and shortwave convergence is considered as shown in ﬁgure
3.15. This ﬁgure shows the total and clear sky column convergence values of
the radiation sorted based on TCWV values. In 3.15 a (on day 10), the driest
part (the ﬁrst 8% of binned columns) is characterized by higher values of
longwave radiative cooling. Since the values of TCWV (as shown in ﬁgure 3.3
b) are not small enough to reduce the eﬃciency of longwave radiative cooling
during this period (during the ﬁrst 18 days). However, in the latter stages of
the simulation the driest region of longwave radiative feedback start to show
negative correlations. This is related to the increasing dryness (as shown in
ﬁgure 3.3 b) of the non-convective region which makes the longwave radiative
cooling less eﬃcient. It is a by-product of the self-organisation process that
facilitates the dryness of the dry region. This result is consistent to Wing and
Emanuel (2014), who found a shift in longwave radiative feedback from positive
to negative as the self-organisation process matures and the dry anomalies in
the dry regions reach the lower troposphere.
According to these diagnostics of the diabatic tendencies, the infrared radia-
tion is demonstrated to be the main mechanism for the onset of self-aggregation
process in this simulation, as also observed by Bretherton et al. (2005); Muller
and Held (2012); Wing and Emanuel (2014). The shortwave radiation appears
to have a positive feedback after day 20 in most of the columns. This behavior
is related to the total column moisture value of the column, when the TCWV
value is higher there there is more absorption of shortwave radiation in the
column. This is shown in ﬁgure 3.15b and d, which highlight the convergence
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.15: (a) and (c) longwave ﬂux convergence on day 10 and 70 respectively,
where lwcs is longwave in clear sky and lw is total longwave radiation (b) and (d)
shortwave ﬂux convergence on day 10 and 70, respectively, where swcs is shortwave
in clear sky and sw is total shortwave radiation All these values are binned together
and sorted based on column integrated water vapor content.
of shortwave radiation with an increase of TCWV values. In addition, ﬁgure
3.15d shows the clear sky column of shortwave radiation increases with the rate
as that of total column shortwave ﬂux convergence increases in almost all the
columns. This infer that the positive feedback of shortwave radiation mainly
contributed by the clear sky eﬀects rather than clouds radiative feedback, as
also stated in Wing and Emanuel (2014).
The eﬀect of clouds is observed (in 3.15 d) to modulate the longwave radia-
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tion during the matured state of self organisation in the moistest columns (the
last 21% of binned columns). This causes the feedback from infrared radiation
to be positive once again. Similar eﬀects are observed by Wing and Emanuel
(2014), who suggest the longwave radiation to be an important positive feed-
back for the maintenance of the organized state in their simulation. It is noted
that Wing and Emanuel (2014) uses a diﬀerent cloud resolving model system
(SAM) (Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003), using diﬀerent parametrizations,
including the microphysics. It is thus encouraging that the radiative contribu-
tion to organisation is consistent between these systems.
The aerodynamics bulk formula of latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes depend
on the surface wind and thermodynamic imbalance between the surface and
the underlying air. The variation in moisture values and surface winds are
considered to be the responsible mechanisms for the change in values of latent
heat ﬂux. For instance, the latent heat ﬂux of the driest quartile is found to be
slightly lower than the wettest quartile during the initial period (the ﬁrst 14
days) as shown in ﬁgure 3.11. In this period, the gustiness of the wind oﬀsets
the higher (relatively) air-sea enthalpy disequilibrium value found in the driest
quartile. This eﬀect is reﬂected by having a positive feedback during the ﬁrst
ten days in the moisture-time ﬁeld of the latent heat ﬂux. The important role
of the surface ﬂux feedback for the onset of self-organisation is also observed
by Wing and Emanuel (2014).
After day 14, the driest (latent heat ﬂux) quartile (ﬁgure 3.11) increases
dramatically and causes the air-sea enthalpy disequilibrium to dominate in
this region. In addition, the wet quartiles increase at a slower rate than the
domain average. As a result, the latent heat ﬂux feedback is shown to have a
negative feedback in most of the the region.
According to the aerodynamics bulk formula of sensible heat ﬂux, surface
wind and temperature disequilibrium between the surface and underlying air
are responsible for the change in values of this ﬂux. According to ﬁgure 3.8,
higher and lower values of sensible heat ﬂux are observed in convective and dry
regions, respectively. The reason for smaller values in dry regions is associated
with unsaturated subsidence that warms the air adiabatically in this region,
and causes the strong temperature inversions at the boundary layer top in the
descending regions of the Walker circulation (not apparent here due to the
homogeneous SST applied). On the other hand, higher sensible heat ﬂux is
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observed in convective region because of the cold pools and higher values of
surface wind due to convectively induced gustiness. Hence, the surface ﬂux
is mostly a positive feedback throughout the simulation in most parts of the
domain (ﬁgure 3.12c).
The dominance of latent heat over sensible heat ﬂux is observed in ﬁgure
3.12d, where the pattern of the total surface ﬂux feedback closely follows the
feedback behavior of the latent heat ﬂux. However, the signature of the sensible
heat ﬂux is also observed at the top right corner of moisture-time ﬁeld of total
surface ﬂux feedback panel (ﬁgure 3.12d). The main mechanism for this speciﬁc
situation is related to cold pools and the gustiness of winds that facilitate the
enhancement of sensible heat ﬂux in this location (Tompkins, 2001b).
All the feedback mechanisms in the moisture-time ﬁeld demonstrate the
strong linkages between the organisation processes and the the way the diabatic
forces respond. It also indicates that the process that initiates the organisation
process might be diﬀerent from that maintains this process as indicated by
Wing and Emanuel (2014).
3.4 Conclusions
A three dimensional CRM with no mean wind and Coriolis force is used to
investigate the feedbacks that are responsible for the organisation of convec-
tion in RCE above constant SST (301.5 K). This model is integrated for the
duration of 70 days and its equilibrium state demonstrates a signiﬁcant vari-
ation in the distribution of hydrometers, radiation and surface ﬂuxes inside
the domain. These variations depend on the evolution time scale of the self-
organisation process, related to the subsidence time scale for the overturning
of the free troposphere (Tompkins and Craig, 1998b). Small variations in tem-
perature are observed due to gravity wave propagation that removes buoyancy
gradients and homogenizes the virtual temperature rapidly.
The vertical proﬁles of RH and hydrometers also highlight the variation
between dry and moist regions, where the proﬁles of the moist quartiles get
moister while the dry quartiles get drier as the self-organisation process inten-
siﬁes. As a result, the domain is divided into moist region where all convection
occurs and dry region where all the convection is suppressed, duplicating the
results of previous studies (e.g Tompkins and Craig, 1998a; Bretherton et al.,
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2005; Stephens et al., 2008; Muller and Held, 2012; Wing and Emanuel, 2014)
The onset of self-aggregation is also reﬂected on model variables such as
TOA OLR and surface latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes. These variables are
fairly homogeneous and display small, randomly distributed, perturbations
during the initial stages of the simulation, associated with the randomly dis-
tributed convective updraught cores. As the organisation process matures,
larger variations start to become apparent within the domain, associated with
increasing variance of the column integrated moisture content. Dry 'patches'
form in the upper troposphere, and then grow in size both horizontally and
towards the surface. Higher values of OLR and latent heat ﬂux are observed in
the dry region while these values are depressed in moist and convective regions.
In contrast, sensible heat ﬂuxes are enhanced in moist regions due to cold pools
that increase the temperature gradient while this ﬂux signiﬁcantly decreases
in dry regions due to strong subsidence warming. The self-organisation of con-
vection is also conﬁrmed by higher values of Iorg starting from day 20 of the
simulation.
The time series of the atmospheric diabatic ﬂux convergence is used to
examine their evolution during the organisational onset. It is observed that
the content of water vapor in the atmospheric column plays a critical role in
dictating the amount of absorbed radiation and surface ﬂuxes. This emphasizes
how self-organisation through its impact on moisture, modulates the column
integrated convergence of the diabatic ﬂux. These diabatic processes can have
a signiﬁcant positive or negative feedback to the self-aggregation process.
The budget of frozen moist static energy and the diabatic correlation terms
are used to investigate the mechanisms that are responsible for the organisation
of convection. The budget calculation reveals the important role of advective
and diabatic terms. The role of these mechanisms is observed to vary during
diﬀerent stages of the organisation process. For example, longwave radiative
feedback is positive during the ﬁrst 20 days of the simulation both in dry and
moist regions of the domain but later on the longwave radiative feedback in
dry regions changed to a negative feedback. The reason for change of sign
in the feedback of longwave radiation is related to the response of longwave
cooling to dry perturbation as the perturbation deepens and aﬀects the lower
troposphere, as discussed further in Wing and Emanuel (2014) and Emanuel
et al. (2014).
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In contrast, the shortwave radiation ﬂux is a positive feedback in all stages
of the self-organisation process in almost all part of the domain since the
amount of shortwave radiation absorbed by atmosphere increases with increas-
ing water vapor content. The small impact of the convective anvils was noted,
and it is possible that the strength of the shortwave feedback in sensitive to
the microphysical parametrization assumption employed in the model which
determine the proportion of the convective updraft's cloud base total water
transport which is eventually detrained in the anvil and the horizontal extent
of the anvils which is likely to be sensitive to the ice fall speeds.
The surface ﬂux feedback is a positive feedback during the initial stages
of the simulation since the gustiness of the wind oﬀsets the air-sea enthalpy
disequilibrium value found in the driest regions of the domain. However, in the
latter stages of the simulation negative surface ﬂux feedback is indicated due
to the dominance of air-sea enthalpy disequilibrium. Furthermore, the upgra-
dient transport of hf is a positive advection feedback which is observed in the
intermediate stages of the simulation. The important role of diﬀerent mecha-
nisms at diﬀerent stage of the simulation for the control run is consistent with
Wing and Emanuel (2014), who provides evidence for a distinction between
the feedbacks that initialize and maintain the self-aggregation of convection.
Chapter4
Impact of sub-grid mixing on
spontaneous organisation of convection
Convective organisation depends on a number of processes, radiation, entrain-
ment and cold pools. In this chapter, several simulations are presented that
show organization is dependent on the sub-grid formulation, as the choice of
mixing schemes that neglect the horizontal derivative of the vertical velocity
fail to produce organized states. This suggests that the entrainment mixing
process is a crucial component for organisation, despite recent emphasis on ra-
diative feedbacks as the main driver. This also leads to the slightly concerning
conclusion that the occurrence and eventual strength of feedback depends on
the sub-grid scale turbulence formulation in models; an aspect of the model
setup that receives limited attention. The simulations results are discussed
in the context of Emanuel (Emanuel et al., 2014), that while radiation is the
driver, we believe the results show entrainment is not simply an ampliﬁer of
organization but an intrinsic necessary condition for its occurrence. The re-
sults also indicate that simulations with higher horizontal resolution may be
required to explicitly represent the entrainment process and observe the or-
ganised states with conﬁdence.
4.1 Introduction
As summarized in the introduction to the thesis, a number of feedbacks have
been suggested for the spontaneous organisation of convection, involving radi-
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ation, water vapour, cloud, and cold pool dynamics. Both the long wave and
short wave radiative impact of the heterogeneous water vapour ﬁeld can drive
convergence into moist regions (Wing and Emanuel, 2014; Emanuel et al.,
2014). Water vapour not only acts through its inﬂuence on the radiative
heating; it also has a direct thermodynamical role in regulating convection
(Tompkins, 2001a; Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ, 2004). Dry boundary layers will
inhibit convection due to the impact on CAPE and CIN, but organisation
also operates partly through the entrainment processes whereby dry midtro-
pospheres increase entrainment cooling of updraughts (Derbyshire et al., 2004).
Tompkins (2001a) noted a larger impact of perturbations in the 900-700 hPa
layer since downdraughts immediately transported the dry anomaly to the
boundary layer, eﬀectively killing deep convection, while perturbations above
700 hPa merely reduced the intensity of convection through the entrainment
mechanism. Craig and Mack (2013) developed an idealized model of upscale
organisation cascade resulting from the water vapour feedback. The mainte-
nance of the dry anomalies is due to low horizontal mixing timescales on the
mesoscale (Pierrehumbert and Yang, 1993; Yang and Pierrehumbert, 1994;
Zhang, 2005), although it is likely exacerbated in the idealized CRM setup
since the periodic boundary conditions imply an absence of eddies and shear
near the domain scale, seen in the ﬂattening of the power spectra near the
domain scale (Bretherton, 2015). The exact role of water vapour entrainment
on organisation is far from clear. Despite Tompkins (2001a) and Grabowski
and Moncrieﬀ (2004) arguing for its importance, Emanuel et al. (2014) states
that water vapour entrainment feedback can only act to amplify organisation
but not play a role in its initialization.
If water vapour entrainment is a factor for either the establishment and/or
the ampliﬁcation of convection organisation, it raises an issue concerning the
use of CRMs that is rarely discussed, namely that the organisation strength in
these models is likely to be sensitive to the choice of resolution and the model
setup in terms of the choice of sub-grid diﬀusion and mixing. The resolutions
employed in such experiments often lie in the 1 to 4 km range, on the same or-
der as the scale of the convective updraughts themselves (e.g Bryan et al., 2003;
Khairoutdinov et al., 2009). Simulated convective updraughts consist of one,
or at most a handful of model grid points. A consequential alternative nomen-
clature for these models is therefore 'convection permitting', to emphasize the
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fact that the resolutions employed are inadequate to truly resolve the intrica-
cies of the sub-cloud structure, such as evidenced in early aircraft observations
(e.g WARNER and Newnham, 1952; Warner, 1955). Somewhat ironically,
the representation of convection in these models resembles far more the top-
hat, ensemble plumes of mass-ﬂux parametrization schemes Warner (1970);
Arakawa and Shubert (1974); Tiedtke (1989) than actual turbulent convec-
tion. Lateral entrainment into the updraught cores is driven entirely via the
subgrid-scale mixing schemes (and numerical diﬀusion) and result in uniform
entrainment across the core. Comparisons of 100 m and 1 km integrations by
Zhang et al. (2015) showed that entrainment rates were similar. While sub-core
ﬂuctuations are second-order regarding convection transport Randall (1980),
the buoyancy eﬀect of the entrainment has driven eﬀorts such as Raymond
and Blyth (1986); Emanuel (1991); Emanuel and Zivkovic-Rothman (1999) to
incorporate sub-cloud structure into classical parametrization approaches.
Given these considerations, it is perhaps surprising that the fact that the
entrainment relies chieﬂy on subgrid parameterizations is often overlooked in
studies of convective organisation in radiative-convective equilibrium. Exper-
iments are conducted with a single setup, and the choice and impact of the
subgrid approach has received limited attention. Pauluis and Garner (2006);
Muller and Held (2012) did investigate the sensitivity of organisation to the
model resolution employed, with Muller and Held (2012) stating the need to
employ resolutions coarser than 2 km for organisation to occur.
The impact of the choice of subgrid mixing parameterization scheme and
numerical noise ﬁlters has been shown to be important for other simulated
situations such as squall lines Takemi and Rotunno (2003); Bryan (2005);
Knievel et al. (2007). In idealized simulations of a supercell, Verrelle et al.
(2015) showed that increased mixing and entrainment in a 3D subgrid-scale
parametrization substantially impacted the cloud microphysics when using a
2 km grid length. Two further recent studies have focused on the subgrid-
scale turbulence for simulations of realistic convection (Hanley et al., 2015;
Machado and Chaboureau, 2015) and both found that increasing the strength
of the subgrid-scale mixing (by increasing the eddy diﬀusivity parameter or
switching from a 1D to 3D scheme that accounts for horizontal shear of the
vertical wind speed) increased deep convective entrainment, and lead to fewer
more vigorous convective systems, possibly indicating more convective organ-
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isation as a result.
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the impact of the subgrid diﬀusion
schemes on the degree of convective organisation in the idealized framework
of RCE over homogeneous surface conditions. A commonly used community
model is employed that has a wide range of subgrid parametrization approaches
available. An ensemble of long term convection permitting simulations are
performed, each with a choice of subgrid schemes combinations that are rec-
ommended for use by the model designers. It will be demonstrated that the
strength of the entrainment into convection is crucial to the formation of an
organised state, and the strength of the organisation.
4.2 Eﬀects of subgrid Eddy diﬀusion schemes
Sensitivity experiments using various options of subgrid Eddy diﬀusion schemes
are used to investigate the impact of the schemes on the degree of convective
organisation. Towards this objective, experiments summarized in table 4.1 are
conducted, each with a duration of 70 days. All these experiments use the
same conﬁguration as the control experiment (c.f. chapter 3) with the excep-
tion of the choice of the horizontal and vertical subgrid mixing schemes. The
control experiment (bl3ds) is the simulation described in the previous chapter
that uses the 3D Smagorinski mixing for horizontal transport, while the YSU
PBL scheme handled all vertical transport. The experiment nbl3ds switches
oﬀ the YSU scheme, and thus the 3D Smagorinksy scheme is responsible for
both horizontal and vertical transport. The diﬀerence between these two ex-
periments is thus only in the representation of vertical mixing. The bl3ds that
uses the YSU PBL scheme has an explicit treatment of the entrainment layer
at the PBL top and capability of non local mixture using the counter gradient
ﬂux terms (Hong et al., 2006) while this is not explicitly represented in the
vertical mixing of 3D Smagorinksy scheme.
A two dimensional Smagorinksy model with YSU PBL scheme is used in
the bl2ds experiment. This experiment is used to diﬀerentiate the role of hori-
zontal mixing in the 2D and 3D versions of Smagorinksy scheme. It is recalled
(chapter 2) that the 2D Smagorinksy scheme only uses the horizontal defor-
mation terms to calculate the horizontal eddy diﬀusion coeﬃcient (equation
2.9). For the 3D Smagorinksy scheme, the vertical deformation and buoyancy
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Name eddy coeﬃcient option Boundary layer option
bl3ds 3D Smagorinsky ﬁrst order closure YSU scheme
nbl3ds 3D Smagorinsky ﬁrst order closure No PBL
bl2ds 2D Smagorinsky ﬁrst order closure YSU scheme
bltke 1.5-order TKE prediction YSU scheme
nbltke 1.5-order TKE prediction No PBL
Table 4.1: Lists the number of simulations conducted with set of eddy coeﬃcients
and boundary layer options.
terms are used in addition to the horizontal deformation terms to calculate the
horizontal eddy diﬀusion coeﬃcient (equation 2.10).
The Turbulence Kinetic Energy (TKE) 1.5 order closure scheme is instead
employed for the ﬁnal two experiments: bltke and nbltke. This scheme uses
a prognostic TKE equations and a mixing length scale based on TKE as de-
scribed in equation 2.11. The TKE scheme can be used without a PBL scheme
since it can handle the vertical mixing. Hence, experiment nbltke is used with-
out the YSU PBL scheme while bltke experiment utilize the YSU PBL scheme
for the vertical mixing. It should be noted that the 1.5 order TKE closure
with and without YSU PBL gave very similar results (not shown) in terms of
level of organisation, hence in the following section only bltke experiment is
considered for brevity.
Figure 4.1 presents the horizontal slice of the vertical velocity at 730 hPa
on day 70. An organised structure of convection is only observed in exper-
iments bl3ds and nbl3ds. These two experiments also characterized by high
value of TCWV (moisture) in the convective regions as demonstrated by ﬁgure
4.2 a and b. The timeseries of the organisation index conﬁrms the presence
of clustering in bl3ds and nbl3ds experiments (ﬁgure 4.3). Interestingly, the
organisation of convection in the bl2ds and bltke experiments is not random,
but is slightly regular, that is to say, convective towers are slight further apart
on average than expected from a random distribution. This regularity could be
related to the eﬀect of cold pools that trigger new convective updraughts at the
gust front when they are mature and almost recovered, when low wind shear
conditions persist (Tompkins, 2001b). This regular distribution is observed
in ﬁgure 4.2 c and d, that display a uniformly distributed TCWV (moisture)
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throughout the domain.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.1: Vertical velocity at 730 hPa on day 70 of the simulation for a) 3D
Smagornisky with YSU PBL, b) 3D Smagornisky without PBL, c) 2D Smagornisky
with YSU PBL and d) TKE closure with YSU PBL.
A diﬀerence in rate of adjustment to equilibrium value of domain average
TCWV is observed between bl3ds and nbl3ds experiments (Fig. 4.4) which
mirrors the Iorg parameters. In both experiments a decrease in the domain
average TCWV is observed as the simulations progress. This is an indication
of the onset of self-organisation in the two experiments as already indicated
by their Iorg values. In contrast, the domain average TCWV values of bl2ds
and bltke experiments reach the value of 54 kg m−2 during the ﬁrst 5 days
and then remain close to this value for the rest of the simulations (Fig. 4.4),
highlighting the absence of self-organisation in these experiments.
The Iorg index in the experiment nbl3ds is higher than bl3ds for the ﬁrst 40
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Figure 4.2: Values of TCWV on day 70 of the simulation for a) 3D Smagornisky
with YSU PBL, b) 3D Smagornisky without PBL, c) 2D Smagornisky with YSU
PBL and d) TKE closure with YSU PBL.
days of the simulation but afterwards is lower than bl3ds experiment. This is
due to the variation in vertical mixing in these two experiments, where bl3ds
(which uses YSU PBL) has an explicit treatment of the entrainment layer at
the PBL top and capability of non local mixture using the counter gradient
ﬂux terms (Hong et al., 2006) while this is not explicitly represented in the
vertical mixing of 3D Smagorinksy scheme. As a result of these diﬀerences in
the representation of the vertical entrainment process, the experiments display
variation in moisture perturbation. This is clearly observed in ﬁgure 4.4 where
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Figure 4.3: Organization index (Iorg) values of each day of the simulation for the
experiments bl3ds, nbl3ds, bl2ds and bltke.
Figure 4.4: Time series of domain average of column integrated water vapor (kg
m−2) for experiments bl3ds, nbl3ds, bl2ds and bltke.
the domain average TCWV of nbl3ds experiment decreases faster than bl3ds
experiment in the ﬁrst 40 days of the simulation.
In addition to the analysis based on domain average TCWV, the domain
average vertical structure of relative humidity (RH) is also considered. For
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each case, the RH domain average value is calculated at the initial (day 10)
and ﬁnal (day 70) stage of the simulation as shown in ﬁgure 4.5. The presence
of aggregation is indicated in bl3ds and nbl3ds experiments (Fig. 4.5 a and b),
since there is variation in the vertical proﬁle of these experiments during the
initial and ﬁnal stage of the simulation. This highlights the expansion of dry
region as the self-organisation process intensiﬁes. However, almost identical
vertical proﬁle of RH is observed between the two stage of the simulation for
the experiment bl2ds and bltke (Fig. 4.5 c and d). This is the consequence of
regular distribution of convection in the initial and ﬁnal stage of the simulation.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5: Domain average vertical relative humidity of a) 3D Smagornisky with
YSU PBL, b) 3D Smagornisky without PBL, c) 2D Smagornisky with YSU PBL
and d) TKE closure with YSU PBL.
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It should be noted that the only diﬀerence between the sensitivity tests
of bl3ds, bl2ds and bltke is the representation of horizontal subgrid mixing
since these experiments use the same (YSU PBL scheme) vertical mixing. The
mixing is quantiﬁed by the horizontal eddy viscosity term (xkmh = kh) as
described by equations 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 for the cases of 2D Smagorinksy, 3D
Smagorinksy and TKE closure schemes, respectively.
A comparison of the domain average of xkmh indicates that the experiments
bl3ds and nbl3ds have an order of magnitude greater horizontal mixing coeﬃ-
cient than the bl2ds and bltke experiments in the lower troposphere (Fig. 4.6).
Boundary layer horizontal mixing is far higher when using the 3D smagorinsky
scheme, relative to the TKE and 2D Smagorinski schemes.
Figure 4.6: Vertical proﬁle of domain average xkmh (horizontal sub-grid mixing
coeﬃcient) values of 3D Smagornisky with and without YSU PBL, 2D Smagornisky
and TKE closure with YSU PBL.
The domain average xkmh values of bl3ds and nbl3ds experiments are
shown to decrease in the upper troposphere as result of self-organisation that
makes large proportion of the domain to be dry and stable. This is represented
in the model by the square of Brunt - Vaisala frequency (N2) which will be
positive when the atmosphere is stable and will decrease the xkmh as explic-
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itly indicated in equation 2.10. This is also revealed in maps showing a slice
through the domain at a height of 500 hPa (Fig. 4.7). Thus in most of the
domain the mixing coeﬃcient adopt the minimum value of 4 m2 s−1, with high
values only found in the strong shear regions at convective cores.
Figure 4.7: xkmh value at 500 hPa for the experiments a) bl3ds, b) nbl3ds, c) bl2ds
and d) bltke.
The xkmh slices at the level of 950 hPa (Fig. 4.8 a,b and d) show the the
TKE and 3D Smagorinski schemes produce higher mixing near cores and near
zero values elsewhere in the domain. The key diﬀerence between these schemes
is the magnitude of mixing near the cores, with the 3D Smagorinsky scheme
produces far higher peak mixing values, on the order of 3 to 10 times higher
than the TKE scheme. The TKE domain mean mixing exceeds that of the
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3D Smagorinski scheme in the upper troposphere merely because the mixing
is spread over more points (Fig. 4.7 d). In contrast to these two schemes, the
horizontal shear terms of the the 2D Smagorinski scheme produce lower mixing
throughout the domain (Fig. 4.8 c), and is thus generally more diﬀusive in the
subsidence zones, which would act to mixing vapour between the moist and
dry regions, while no enhancement of entrainment mixing into the updraughts
is noted.
Figure 4.8: xkmh value at 950 hPa for the experiments a) bl3ds, b) nbl3ds, c) bl2ds
and d) bltke.
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4.3 Eﬀect of sub grid scale constants on TKE
experiments
In the earlier experiments, the default TKE did not produce any organisation,
despite the fact that the horizontal shear of the vertical velocity ∂w/∂x features
as a source term of TKE. It is assumed that the reason therefore is that
the peak mixing values are lower, possibly due to the prognostic rather than
diagnostic form of the TKE equation. Additional experiments are conducted
which increase the TKE eddy coeﬃcient (ck in equation 2.11) of 1.5 order TKE
closure scheme. The default value is 0.15, and the sensitivity tests increase
this systematically to a maximimum of 0.6. The prediction is that higher
mixing eﬃciencies will increase entrainment into convective updraughts and
cause deep convection to be more sensitive to the moisture ﬁeld, encouraging
organisation.
Figure 4.9 shows the horizontal cross section of vertical velocity at 730 hPa
level and the corresponding time series of the organisation index is provided
in ﬁgure 4.10. The values of Iorg indicate an increasing trend as the values
of ck, and thus mixing and entrainment strength, increase. The distribution
of vertical velocity at the 730 hPa level shows the presence of convection-
free regions starting from the experiment with ck=0.4 (Fig 4.9 d). Further
increasing this value results in more convective-free regions and the system is
seen to organize strongly in the early stages of the simulation as shown for
c_k = 0.6 in ﬁgure (Fig 4.9 f).
A remarkable shift in magnitude and distribution of xkmh values are ob-
served as the magnitude of ck increases (Fig 4.11). Figure 4.11 a and b present
the horizontal slice of xkmh at 950 hPa having ck values of 0.2 and 0.3 respec-
tively, both of them display almost randomly distributed xkmh throughout the
domain. However, the experiment with higher value of ck started to indicate
an elevated values of xkmh. Further increase to the values of ck (0.4 and 0.5)
restrict the distribution of higher values of xkmh to convective regions only
(Fig. 4.11 c and d). The magnitude of xkmh near the convective cores of these
experiments is in the same order as the 3D Smagorinski scheme.
These results highlight the important role of horizontal mixing. Lower
values of ck result in horizontal subgrid entrainment mixing lower than the
threshold that is apparently required to result in the onset of convective or-
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ganisation.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.9: Vertical velocity at 730 mb on day 16 for experiments sub grid constants
of a) 0.15, b) 0.2, c) 0.3, d) 0.4, e) 0.5 and f) 0.6, respectively.
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4.4 Conclusions
The eﬀect of subgrid-scale mixing strength on the organisation of convection is
investigated using the WRF model. Experiments employed 3 diﬀerent subgrid-
scale turbulence parametrizations show starkly diﬀerent behaviour in terms of
the convection organisation. Only the experiment employing a 3D Smagorinky
closure show aggregation of convection, which is not observed when using the
2D Smagorinksy or TKE schemes.
Two experiments are conducted, bl3ds and nbl3ds, where the diﬀerence
between them is only representation of subgrid mixing in the vertical direction
(xkmv). The physics of the former experiment includes an explicit entrainment
term in the turbulence ﬂux equation and capability of non local mixing using
the counter gradient ﬂux terms in YSU PBL. This experiment shows slightly
stronger organisation, but the diﬀerences are small and may not be statistical
signiﬁcant; ensemble integrations rather than single deterministic runs may be
required to judge this. Nevertheless, the small diﬀerences between these two
experiments indicate that it is the horizontal mixing that is key to the onset
of organisation. A further pair of experiments that were not reported here, in
Figure 4.10: Organization index (Iorg) values of each day of the simulation for the
experiments for ck values of 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6.
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Figure 4.11: Horizontal slice of XKMH at 950 hPa for ck values of a) 0.2, b) 0.3, c)
0.4 and d) 0.5.
which the YSU PBL scheme is added to the TKE scheme conﬁrm the relatively
minor impact of vertical mixing on the mean simulated climate.
The variation in the horizontal mixing produced between the three schemes
is remarkable. The mixing strength of the 3D Smagorinski scheme is found
to be more than an order of magnitude higher than that produced by the
TKE or 2D Smagorinski schemes. The higher mixing values are highlighted to
play a signiﬁcant role in the process of organisation of convection by eﬃciently
mixing moisture into the convective updraughts. The importance of vertical
wind shear term (and to a lesser extend the stability term) in the representation
of subgrid closure schemes is highlighted in the experiment that compares the
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diﬀerence between 2D and 3D Smagorinksy schemes. The lack of these terms
in the 2D scheme reduces entrainment mixing strength greatly and leads to
a much lower sensitivity of convection to environmental humidity. Thus, if
random variability causes a dry anomaly to form, while the results in chapter
3 indicate that the radiative response is to drive convergence into the moist
zone and encourage convective organisation, the results of this chapter indicate
that entrainment sensitivity to moisture perturbations is also required to allow
organisation to occur. If convective updraughts are not sensitive to moisture,
then deep convective may still occur in the locality of the forming dry anomaly,
removing it and preventing organisation from progressing. On the other hand,
if convection is suppressed in the dry region by entrainment mixing, which
reduces the updraught positive buoynancy due to the cooling as cloud droplets
evaporate, then this allows the radiative amplication of the moist static energy
variance to continue. Thus in contrast to Emanuel et al. (2014), who state
that convection-moisture feedback is secondary and does not play a role in
the initiation of organisation, even if it might amplify the eventual strength
of the organisation, here the results suggest that convective entrainment is a
necessary but possibly not suﬃcient condition for organization to occur.
Chapter5
Impact of boundary conditions on
spontaneous organisation of convection
This chapter investigates the role of boundary conditions on the self-organisation
process. Sensitivity tests on an interactive SST lower boundary condition and
on the horizontally imposed winds are conducted to discuss their role in respect
to the level of organisation. The horizontal wind experiments were observed to
aﬀect the organisation structure through their interaction with the gust fronts
of cold pools. In the interactive SST experiments, an ocean slab with ﬁxed
and varying mixed layer depth is introduced. The eﬀect of interactive SST
is found to be related to a reduction of shortwave radiation in the convective
regions and enhancement of longwave cooling in a dry regions.
5.1 Sensitivity to horizontal imposed wind
The role of wind sensitive surface ﬂux is one of the critical mechanisms that
controls the self-organisation (e.g Emanuel, 1987; Neelin et al., 1987; Tompkins
and Craig, 1998a; Bretherton et al., 2005). This is conﬁrmed with the control
experiment where the surface ﬂux was seen to have a positive feedback for the
onset of the organisation. In the control experiment, a Newtonian relaxation
towards zero wind speed in horizontal directions is applied to prevent the build
up of wind-shear during the experiment (Held et al., 1993; Tompkins and Craig,
1998a; Tompkins, 2000b).
A series of sensitivity tests are conducted using the same Newtonian re-
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laxation, but with diﬀerent target velocities of 1, 5 and 10 m s−1, respectively
in the west-east direction, while the imposed wind in south-north direction is
zero value for all the experiments. The schematic shown in ﬁgure 5.1 demon-
strates the interaction of the applied wind to the surface ﬂuxes. When the
mean wind speed is very low, that is smaller than the typical velocity associ-
ated with downdraft outﬂow, the gustiness will increase ﬂuxes in all directions,
hence the development of parameterizations to represent this eﬀect in the work
of Redelsperger et al. (2000). If the mean wind is larger than the gustiness
magnitude, then cold pool outﬂow will enhance ﬂuxes in the downwind di-
rection, while reducing them in the upwind direction. The objective of the
sensitivity tests is to understand the impact of this background wind on the
self-organisation.
Figure 5.1: A schematic indicating the interaction of downdraughts with imposed
wind speed and surface ﬂuxes.
Figure 5.2 shows the time series of TCWV values from the sensitivity ex-
periments and the control run (chapter 3). The TCWV values are partitioned
into four quartile regions (moistest, moist, dry and driest) to quantify the spa-
tial variability of the moisture ﬁeld. The experiments with imposed horizontal
wind of 1 m s−1 (wind1) and 5 m s−1 (wind5) are found to be similar to the
control experiment (Fig. 5.2 a, b and c). However, the experiment with applied
wind speed of 10 m s−1 (wind10) shows a much smaller variation in the TCWV
between the quartiles except for the driest quartile, which declines by 20 kg
m−2 as the end of the simulation approaches. This indicates the presence of
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some level of organisation even with the experiment wind10, but establishing
on a much slower time scale.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2: Time series of domain average total column water vapor (TCWV) for the
entire integration. The black lines are domain means and the other curves are means
of sub domain regions partitioned into four quartiles on the basis of their daily mean
of column integrated water vapor content a) control experiment 0 m s−1 b) 1 m s−1
c) 5 m s−1 d) 10 m s−1 horizontally imposed wind speed.
Figure 5.3 shows the spatial distribution of TCWV on day 70, which also
conﬁrms the localization of convection in all the experiments. The level of
organisation is quantiﬁed by the organisation index as shown in ﬁgure 5.4.
The experiment wind1 and wind5 reached a self-organized state (Iorg greater
than 0.5) starting from day 20, while in experiment wind10 the system found
to be slightly organized for few days during the last stage of the simulation.
This indicates applying a constant domain-mean wind (with no vertical shear)
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can have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the organisation of convection. The following
discussion focuses on the contribution of latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes in
diﬀerent parts (dry and moist) of the domain to analyze how the interaction
of wind with these ﬂuxes aﬀects the approach to an organized state.
Figure 5.3: Column integrated water vapor (kg m s−1) on day 70 for experiments
with horizontal wind speed of a) 0 m s−1 b) 1 m s−1 c) 5 m s−1 d) 10 m s−1.
From the aerodynamic bulk formula it is known that latent and sensible
heat ﬂuxes depend on the surface wind and thermodynamic imbalance be-
tween the surface and the underlying air. The latent heat ﬂux is driven by
surface wind and moisture imbalance between the surface and the underlying
air. In the control experiment, it was observed that when the variation in the
latent heat ﬂux between the moist and dry regions is small, the gustiness of
the wind oﬀsets the higher air-sea enthalpy disequilibrium value found in the
driest quartile. The gustiness therefore causes the surface ﬂuxes to be a pos-
itive feedback during the onset of the self-organisation, despite the increasing
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Figure 5.4: Time series of organisation index (Iorg) for experiments with horizontal
wind speed of 0 m s−1, 1 m s−1, 5 m s−1 and 10 m s−1.
disequilibrium. This result is consistent with Wing and Emanuel (2014), who
reported a net positive feedback of surface ﬂux during the initial period of
their simulation.
In order to emphasize on the distribution of the ﬂuxes in dry (leftmost) and
moist (rightmost) regions, the deviation from the domain average value of the
surface ﬂuxes are arranged based on their TCWV values are shown in ﬁgure 5.5
and 5.6. The plots show the initial (day 10) and the last stage (day 70) of the
simulation. The deviation from the domain average value of latent heat ﬂux
on the initial stage is found to increase in the moistest region for experiment
wind1 and wind5, similar to the control experiment. This enhancement of the
ﬂux is a result of gustiness observed in convectively active region. This eﬀect is
a positive feedback for the onset of self-organisation as indicated in the control
run. In contrary, experiment wind10 did not show an increase of latent heat
ﬂux in the moistest region. This is due to the fact that the imposed mean
wind exceeds the typical wind gust magnitude. Thus the downdraft winds
oﬀset the imposed wind in one direction, and increase them in the other. As
these eﬀects cancel each other, the wind gustiness does not act as a positive
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feedback to organisation in the early stages of this experiment, as it does in
the lower wind speed experiments. As a result, the onset of self-organisation
is signiﬁcantly delayed as indicated by organisation index (Fig. 5.4).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5: The departure from domain mean of latent heat ﬂux arranged based on
TCWV on day 10 and 70 for experiments with horizontal wind speed of a) control
experiment 0 m s−1 b) 1 m s−1 c) 5 m s−1 d) 10 m s−1.
Figure 5.5 also shows the latent heat ﬂux distribution on the last day of
the simulation. All experiments display higher values of latent heat ﬂuxes in
the dry region. This is due to the diﬀerence in moisture value of surface and
the underlying air, and it is shown in the control experiment that the air-sea
enthalpy disequilibrium enforces a negative feedback for the organisation of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: The departure from domain mean of sensible heat ﬂux arranged based
on TCWV on day 10 and 70 for experiments with horizontal wind speed of a) control
experiment 0 m s−1 b) 1 m s−1 c) 5 m s−1 d) 10 m s−1.
convection (Wing and Emanuel, 2014).
It is recalled that in the control experiment the sensible heat ﬂux was
found to be a positive feedback in the moistest regions during the matured
state of self-aggregation. This eﬀect is related to cold pools and gustiness of
winds that facilitate the enhancement of sensible heat ﬂux and localization
of convection in this region (Tompkins, 2001b; Wing and Emanuel, 2014). A
similar enhancement in sensible heat ﬂux is found in all experiments as shown
in ﬁgure 5.6. During day 10, the enhancement of sensible heat ﬂux is observed
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in the moistest 8% (approximately) of the bins (rightmost). It indicates that
the organisation process is not yet intensiﬁed and there is a small indication for
the enhancement of the sensible heat ﬂux by the cold pools. However, in the
later stage of the simulation the distinction between dry and moist regions is
apparent (Fig. 5.3). As a result, the role of cold pools in enhancing the sensible
heat ﬂux is clearly visible as shown in experiment wind1 and wind5 (Fig. 5.6).
This eﬀect is not so clear in the wind10 experiment where the enhancement
rate of sensible heat ﬂux is almost the same during the beginning and latter
stages of the simulation. This eﬀect can be related to a slow expansion of the
dry region that is caused by a delayed onset of self-organisation.
The sensitivity experiments highlighted the role of the background mean
wind and suggest that, if the imposed wind is larger than the magnitude of
the surface wind gust associated with convective downdraughts and cold pool
formation, then the wind gust enhancement of surface ﬂuxes is negated and the
onset of organisation is strongly suppressed. Many previous idealized studies
have either imposed zero mean winds, or low wind speeds develop during the
course of the simulation (Held et al., 1993; Tompkins and Craig, 1998a; Wing
and Timothy, 2015). Does this mean that these idealized setups exaggerate the
eﬀect of wind feedback on organisation? Examining the statistics of surface
winds at the meteorological station in Darwin, Australia which is situated
at 12S as an example, most months the mean wind speeds lies in the 2.7 to
8.3 m s−1 range the majority (roughly 70 to 90%, depending on the calendar
month) of the time. At the upper end of this range the wind feedback is likely
to be subdued, while at the lower end, gustiness is still important. Further
experiments with the WRF model in realistic situations would help to put the
wind feedback into context.
5.2 Interactive SST
The control experiment which displays the characteristics of self-organisation
used a ﬁxed SST value of 301.5 K. However, it is possible that the introduction
of an interactive SST that can respond to changes in surface ﬂux forcing (both
latent/sensible and radiative) may result in additional feedback mechanisms
that could either amplify or counter the organisation of convection. For ex-
ample, the enhanced downwelling shortwave radiation in the convectively sup-
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pressed area should lead to enhanced SST (sometime termed SST hot spots
Waliser, 1996; Tompkins, 2001c). This will act as a negative feedback that
may slow the development of organisation or perhaps even ultimately lead to
convection if the atmosphere moistens suﬃciently to permit it. For instance,
Grabowski (2006a) used a slab ocean model with a ﬁxed oceanic mixed layer
depth of 5 to 45 m and showed the restriction of large scale organisation during
an interactive SST experiments due to negative convective-SST feedback. In
addition, positive feedbacks such as the gustiness eﬀect discussed above may
be weakened if the surface is allowed to cool in response to enhanced latent
heat ﬂuxes.
Several previous authors have examined the impact of an interactive sur-
face. Bretherton et al. (2005) implement a slab ocean of 2 m depth and brieﬂy
describe that the eﬀect is to slow down the organisation onset in their exper-
iments. The mean SST was not constrained in their set up and the models
start to drift toward the end of the experiment. This raises the issue of the
adjustment time scale when the surface is allowed to interact with surface
ﬂuxes and Cronin and Emanuel (2013) point out that the adjustment to equi-
librium is much slower with an interactive surface, on the order of 100 days
or more, slower than the radiative-subsidence overturning time scale of 30-40
days identiﬁed in Tompkins and Craig (1998b). Romps (2011) and Khairout-
dinov and Yang (2013) also used an interactive ocean but did not focus on the
issue of organisation. Neither of those integrations constrained the SST, with
the former paper applying a ﬁxed energy sink of 120 W m−2 as a proxy for the
combined atmospheric-ocean heat transport to higher latitudes, thus prevent-
ing unrealistically high SSTs. Both these latter experiments required O(year)
long integrations and the experiments of Khairoutdinov and Yang (2013) still
had not reached equilibrium by the experiment end.
We therefore extend the numerical idealized experiment framework by in-
cluding the eﬀect of an interactive lower boundary condition. Two model
types are employed. Firstly we use a simple slab ocean similar to previous
work, with a ﬁxed depth, and driven by surface latent, sensible and radiative
ﬂuxes. This is then followed by a preliminary investigation that uses a more
complex surface ocean model that also represents mixing of heat to a deeper
ocean layer. With both of these experiments, we employ a modiﬁcation to the
experimental framework that has been previously employed. Similar to the
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wind experiments above, a Newtonian relaxation tendency is employed to the
ocean surface layer to ensure that the domain-mean SST remains close to a
speciﬁed target value of 301.5 K. This relaxation term is eﬀectively extracting
the net energy imbalance and plays the same role as the ﬁxed energy extraction
applied in e.g. Romps (2011). However, by using a relaxation, we ensure that
there is no adjustment process and the model reaches equilibrium on the same
30-40 day time scale. It is strongly emphasized that spatial heterogeneities in
surface ﬂuxes are free to set up SST inhomogeities in this framework, allow-
ing spatial feedbacks involving SST to be represented; the relaxation term is
identical spatially and only changes as a function of time. The timescale is
set to be 1 hour which eﬀectively extract the correct amount of heat from the
domain to prevent domain-mean SST drift.
5.2.1 Slab model with ﬁxed mixed layer depth
In order to investigate the role of interactive SST on the organisation of con-
vection, a slab model with a ﬁxed mixed layer depth is introduced. All the
other model settings are identical to the control run. Three simulations are
conducted for the duration of 60 days using a mixed layer depth of 50, 10 and
2 m, respectively. Here, these experiments are referred as dmixed50, dmixed10
and dmixed2 for the corresponding mixed layer depth of 50, 10 and 2 m sim-
ulations, respectively.
Figure 5.7 shows the horizontal distribution of TCWV on day 60 of the
simulations. An organized structure is observed in control and dmixed50 ex-
periments, where a moist convective band is stretched in south-north/west-east
direction in the control/dmixed50 experiments (Fig. 5.7 a and b). In contrast,
an organised structure is not observed in experiments dmixed10 and dmixed2
(Fig. 5.7 c and d), instead, these simulations display a uniformly distributed
high moisture value throughout their domain.
In ﬁgure 5.8, the domain of each of the experiments is partitioned based
on TCWV into four quartile regions (moistest, moist, dry and driest) to inves-
tigate the evolution of each of these regions as the simulations progress. The
control experiment exhibits a large variation between the quartiles in terms of
equilibrium values of TCWV due to the self-organisation process as already
discussed in chapter 3 (Fig. 5.8 a). Similarly, experiment dmixed50 displays
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Figure 5.7: Column integrated water vapor (kg m s−1) on day 60 for experiments
with mixed layer depth a) ﬁxed (no mixed layer) b) 50 m c) 10 m d) 2 m.
a wide diﬀerence among the quartiles but with a slower adjustment time scale
of the quartiles when they are compared to their respective regions of the
control experiment (Fig. 5.8 b). The driest quartile of experiment dmixed50
reaches equilibrium on day 42, while the control run reached on day 35 of the
simulation. Additional simulation time is required to observe the equilibrium
state of the intermediate (moist and dry) quartiles, while in control run, the
equilibrium state of these quartiles are observed within the duration of the
experiment. This indicates a possibility of further expansion of dry patch in
the experiment dmixed50, if the simulation were allowed to run further. In
contrast, the moistest quartile reached 52 kg m−2 during the ﬁrst 4 days and
remains close to this value as observed for the control experiment. Experi-
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ments dmixed10 and dmixed2 are characterized by higher values of TCWV for
all quartiles in equilibrium state with a maximum variation of 4 kg m−2 (Fig.
5.8 c and d). The presence of variation between the quartiles for the control
and dmixed50 experiments is a diagnostic of the organised state (Bretherton
et al., 2005).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Time series of domain average total column water vapor (TCWV) for the
entire integration. The black lines are domain means and the other curves are means
of sub domain regions partitioned into four quartiles on the basis of their daily mean
of column integrated water vapor content a) control experiment (no mixed layer) b)
50 m c) 10 m d) 2 m mixed layer depth.
The level of the observed organised structures are quantiﬁed by the organi-
sation index (Fig. 5.9). The experiment dmixed50 reached self-organized state
(with Iorg greater than 0.5) starting from day 29, while dmixed10 and dmixed2
experiments reveal a random distribution of convection throughout their sim-
ulation with Iorg close to 0.5. The control run reaches a self-organized state
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earlier (by about 8 days) than dmixed50 experiment since the interactive SST
experiment needs some more time for the dry patch to expand signiﬁcantly,
this can be observed by comparing the decreasing rate of the driest quartiles
of the control and dmixed50 experiments (Fig. 5.8 a and b).
The following discussion focuses on the energy budget at the surface to
investigate the role of an interactive SST layer on the level of organisation.
It should be noted that the result obtained for experiments with mixed layer
depth of 2 and 10 m are similar, hence in the following analysis only the 2 m
experiment is considered for brevity.
Figure 5.9: Time series of organisation index (Iorg) for experiments with mixed layer
depth of ﬁxed (no mixed layer), 50 m, 10 m and 2 m.
Figure 5.10 a and b show the departures from domain mean of SST values
for experiments dmixed50 and dmixed2, respectively, in the moisture-time
ﬁeld, where the variation terms are sorted based on the values of total column
water vapor. The corresponding net infrared radiation from the surface are
also presented in ﬁgure 5.10 c and d for the respective mixed layer depths.
The dmixed50 experiment displays warming in the driest region (leftmost)
and cooling in the moistest columns (rightmost) for the ﬁrst 20 days of the
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simulation. The SST anomalies are in the range of -0.2 to 0.2 k relative to the
speciﬁed domain mean during this period of the simulation. The corresponding
infrared radiation from the surface is in transition during this period and shows
an increase from the value of 10 to 30 W m−2. This indicates the onset of the
self-organisation process initialized as a small dry patch which continues to
expand as the organisation process evolves. As a result a strong SST cooling
with a range of 1 K is observed on the driest columns, while an enhancement
of SST is shown in the moistest part of the domain. This pattern of SST in
the moisture-time ﬁeld is similar to the net longwave radiation at the surface,
where there is higher net outgoing infrared radiation in the driest region and
SST is lower than the domain average. The opposite is true for moistest regions
(5.10 a and c).
In contrast, there is no clear pattern that relates the SST anomalies of
experiment dmixed2 with its net surface emitted infrared radiation (Fig. 5.10
b and d). This can be related to higher value of TCWV and insigniﬁcant
diﬀerence in the moisture content of dry and moist regions, that increases
the infrared opacity and limits the positive feedback of longwave radiation
observed in experiment dmixed50. As a result (in experiment dmixed2), a
limited variation both in the infrared radiation and SST is observed.
Figure 5.11 shows the time series of diabatic values at the surface for the ex-
periment dmixed2 and is used to explain how the organisation/disorganisation
is aﬀected by these processes. The upward direction is considered to have a
positive value and the ﬂuxes are partitioned into four quartiles based on their
TCWV values. All the diabatic terms show limited diﬀerences between the
quartiles as a result of similar TCWV values (Fig. 5.8 d). Latent and sensi-
ble heat ﬂuxes slightly enhanced in the moistest region as result of relatively
higher value of convective gustiness (Fig. 5.11 a and b).
Similarly, shortwave radiation is dominated by higher values of TCWV, as
a result the quartiles have similar values throughout the simulation (Fig. 5.11
c). The total amount of energy at the surface considers the shortwave radiation
as input energy while longwave radiation and surface ﬂux are extracting energy
from the surface. Throughout the simulation there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
among the quartiles and all the quartiles show a net absorption (Fig. 5.11 d).
Organisation does not occur as shown by the organisation index (Fig. 5.9) for
this experiment.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Departure from domain mean of SST values calculated for each day
a) 50 m mixed layer experiment b) 2 m mixed layer experiment. Departure from
domain mean of longwave radiation at the surface c) 50 m mixed layer experiment
d) 2 m mixed layer experiment.
In contrast, surface terms of the dmixed50 experiment vary widely between
the quartiles (Fig. 5.12). The longwave radiation emitted from the surface
of the driest region started to intensify after 10 days of simulation and are
doubled by day 42 as organisation establishes (Fig. 5.12 a). After this period
the driest quartile remains close to the values of 125 W m−2 until the end of
the simulation. This indicates longwave cooling is playing a signiﬁcant role
in the dry cool SST region by eﬃciently radiating to space; the radiator ﬁns
of Pierrehumbert (1995). In contrast, there is insigniﬁcant variation (2 W
m−2) of longwave radiation at the surface in the wettest quartile throughout
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Figure 5.11: Time series of surface energy budget a) latent heat ﬂux b) sensible heat
ﬂux c) shortwave radiation and d) net total energy at the surface for domain average
and 4 quartiles. The black lines are domain means and the other curves are means
of sub domain regions partitioned into four quartiles on the basis of their daily mean
of column integrated water vapor content for experiment with mixed layer depth of
2 m.
the simulation period. The behavior of longwave radiation in moistest region
compares well with the corresponding TCWV (Fig. 5.8 b).
The diﬀerence between the driest and moistest quartiles of shortwave radi-
ation ﬂux arriving at the surface increases as the organisation process matures
(Fig. 5.12 b). The shortwave radiation started to intensify following the on-set
of self-organisation around day 16 from the value of 270 to 315 W m−2 within
26 days and then remains close to this value until the end of the simulation.
On the other hand, the shortwave radiation in the moistest region drops by
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Figure 5.12: Time series of surface energy budget a) longwave radiation b) shortwave
radiation c) total heat ﬂux and d) net total energy at the surface for domain average
and 4 quartiles. The black lines are domain means and the other curves are means
of sub domain regions partitioned into four quartiles on the basis of their daily mean
of column integrated water vapor content for experiment with mixed layer depth of
50 m.
60 W m−2 within the ﬁrst 50 days and after that it stays close to this equi-
librium value. This is due to increasing absorption of shortwave radiation by
water vapor and cloud anvils reducing insolation over precipitating regions (e.g
Bretherton et al., 2005; Wing and Emanuel, 2014).
The surface ﬂuxes in the driest quartile increases substantially as the the
atmosphere gets drier (Fig. 5.12 c). The increasing pattern of surface ﬂux
is similar to the latent heat ﬂux (Fig. 5.13 a), since sensible heat ﬂux is
dominated by latent heat ﬂux over the ocean surfaces as described in chapter
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3. As a result, the contribution of the decreasing pattern of sensible heat ﬂux
in the driest region due to the inﬂuence of subsidence is barely discernible in
the plot of surface ﬂuxes (Fig. 5.12 c).
Figure 5.13: Time series of surface energy budget a) latent heat ﬂux b) sensible
heat ﬂux. The black lines are domain means and the other curves are means of sub
domain regions partitioned into four quartiles on the basis of their daily mean of
column integrated water vapor content for experiment with mixed layer depth of 50
m.
However, the eﬀect of sensible heat ﬂux signiﬁcantly increases in the moistest
quartile as the self-organisation process matures (Fig. 5.13 b). This is caused
by the eﬀect of cold pools and convective gustiness, which are a key positive
mechanisms for self-organisation processes (e.g Tompkins, 2001b; Bretherton
et al., 2005). Convective gustiness also enhances latent heat ﬂux in this region
(Fig. 5.13 a). The combined eﬀect of these ﬂuxes remarkably enhance the
total surface heat ﬂux as well as the net total energy at the surface during the
matured state of the organisation process in the moistest region (Fig. 5.12 d).
This is an important positive feedback for self-organisation process, which was
not observed to play a critical role for the control run 3.11 a.
The dmixed10 and dmixed2 experiments are characterized by insigniﬁcant
diﬀerence in the content of moisture across the domain. This is observed to
highly aﬀect the feedback from the radiation and surface ﬂuxes. This sup-
ports the hypothesis that states enhancement of shortwave radiation in non-
convective region will allow convection if the atmosphere is moist enough. This
result is not consistent with Bretherton et al. (2005), who found a signiﬁcant
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delay in the self-organisation of convection in the presence of mixed layer layer
depth (2 m). In their simulation, the shortwave radiation which was initially a
negative feedback in convective region by reducing the solar radiation is dom-
inated in the latter stages by the dry regions that start to eﬃciently radiate
infrared radiation to space. However, this radiative cooling in the dry region
is not observed to be strong in these experiments as observed for experiment
dmixed50. Surface ﬂux feedback is also limited, which was observed to be a
positive feedback for the onset of self-organisation in the control and dmixed50
run (Tompkins and Craig, 1998a).
5.2.2 A slab model with varying mixed layer depth
An additional preliminary experiment is conducted using a slab model that
allows the evolution of the mixed layer according to an imposed wind stress,
in addition to mixing of heat between the surface mixed layer and a deeper
200 m layer. The model is outlined in Pollard et al. (1973). Similar to the
ﬁxed mixed layer experiments, a Newtonian relaxation towards a temperature
value of 301.5 K is applied on the time scale of an hour. The initial mixed
layer depth is 2 m throughout the domain and the simulation is conducted for
the duration of 100 days in order to observe the longer adjustment time scale.
Thus, in areas subject to gustiness the ocean mixed layer depth will deepen
rapidly, reducing ﬂux feedbacks, while the deep can reduce in the dry regions
subject to low wind speeds.
The departure from the domain mean of SST sorted based on their TCWV
is displayed in ﬁgure 5.14. A strong cooling of SST is observed in the dry
columns while the moist columns indicate an increase in SST. The spatial
variation is on the order of 1.5 K which is much higher than dmixed10 and
dmixed2 experiments. An oscillating behavior between higher and lower cool-
ing is observed with approximate time scale of 40 days, the cause of which is
not certain and requires further investigation. Randall et al. (1994) suggested
that radiative-convective states can undergo such oscillations. The moistest
columns are characterized by enhancement of SST in the range of 0.3 K to 1 K
throughout the integration period and equilibrium is not fully reached within
the hundred days, in accordance with Cronin and Emanuel (2013)
The general behavior of interactive SST that allows deepening of mixed
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Figure 5.14: Departure from domain mean of SST values calculated for each day
and arranged based on TCWV on the Hovmuller plot of 100 days for the experiment
with varying mixed layer depth.
layer can be analyzed by considering the radiation and surface ﬂuxes at the
surface. These ﬂuxes are partitioned into four quartiles (moistest, moist, dry
and driest) based on their TCWV value at each time step. The surface ﬂuxes
do not demonstrate signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the quartiles (Fig. 5.15
c) especially towards the end of the simulations. In contrast, the longwave
and shortwave radiations display a signiﬁcant spatial variations between the
quartiles (Fig. 5.15 a and b).
The shortwave radiation arriving at the surface decreases as the simulation
progress (Fig. 5.15 b). This is due to increasing absorption of shortwave
radiation by water vapor and cloud anvils reducing insolation over precipitating
regions (e.g Bretherton et al., 2005; Wing and Emanuel, 2014). The decreasing
rate of shortwave radiation reached to equilibrium around day 50 for the ﬁxed
SST and dmixed50 experiments but in this experiment the shortwave radiation
doesn't reach to equilibrium even after 100 days of simulation. By day 100 the
amount of shortwave radiation arriving at the surface in the moistest column is
200 W m−2 which represents a reduction of 80 W m−2 from the initial period.
In contrast, the driest quartile receives about 260 W m−2, which represents the
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highest incoming shortwave radiation during the last day of the simulation.
The longwave radiation emitted from the surface displays a variation 60 -
70 W m−2 (Fig. 5.15 a). The driest quartile increases by 70 W m−2 within
the ﬁrst 10 days of the simulation and remains close to this value until the
end of the simulation, while insigniﬁcant variation is observed for the moistest
quartile. This indicates longwave cooling is playing a signiﬁcant role in the
dry cool SST region by eﬃciently radiating to space. As a result the dry
region is associated to cold SST despite an increase of incoming shortwave
radiation. This is also observed in the total energy ﬂux at the surface where
higher release of energy is observed in the dry region which can be a possible
reason to observe lower SST in the dry region (Fig. 5.15 d).
Figure 5.15: Time series of surface energy budget a) longwave radiation b) shortwave
radiation c) total heat ﬂux and d) net total energy at the surface for domain average
and 4 quartiles.
Figure 5.16 shows the time series of TCWV partitioned into four quartiles
(moistest, moist, dry and driest). The moistest quartile reach to the maxi-
mum value of 59 kg m−2 within the ﬁrst 6 days of the simulation. This value
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is higher by about 7 kg m−2 than the control and dmixed50 experiments. The
other quartiles require at least 20 days to reach to their minimum values, cor-
responding to the subsidence time scale (Tompkins and Craig, 1998b). Despite
higher values of the moistest quartile, the driest quartile and the domain av-
erage TCWV values are similar to the control experiment. This highlights the
presence of strong organisation in the interactive SST experiment with varying
mixing layer depth.
As stated above, the simulations with the interactive mixing layer depth
are very preliminary, and further analysis needs to be conducted to additional
diagnostics to quantify the magnitude of the heat ﬂuxes to the deep ocean
and to ascertain why the reactive mixing layer depth may act to maintain the
ability to evolve to organised states.
Figure 5.16: Time series of domain average Total column water vapor (TCWV) for
the entire integration. The black lines are domain means and the other curves are
means of sub domain regions partitioned into four quartiles on the basis of their daily
mean of column integrated water vapor content.
5.2.3 Summary
Two types of slab ocean models are considered for the interactive SST exper-
iments. The ﬁrst set of experiments are conducted using a ﬁxed mixed layer
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depth of 50, 10 and 2 m. These sensitivity tests exhibit diﬀerent organisation
behavior based on their mixed layer depths. The experiments with a shallow
mixed layer depth (dmixed10 and dmixed2) don't undergo self-organisation.
In these experiments, a uniformly distributed high moisture value is observed
to suppress the expected positive feedback from infrared radiation. The initial
hypothesis is that self-organisation could potentially be prevented by short-
wave feedback with an interactive SST which is partly conﬁrmed by these
ﬁxed mixed layer depth experiments. Experiment (dmixed50) with deeper
mixed layer doesn't respond much to perturbations similar to the ﬁxed SST
experiment, as a result it displays organisation behavior with a strong positive
feedback of longwave radiation and surface ﬂuxes.
A second preliminary experiment allows the deepening of mixed layer depth
and heat transfer to the deeper ocean and is found to display the characteris-
tics of self-organisation and an intriguing 40 day oscillation in the equilibrium
state. This experiment requires further investigation to understand the long
adjustment time scale observed in SST. In general, the interactive SST experi-
ments suggest additional mechanisms that can possibly aﬀect the organisation
process, if the surface layer is shallow enough to respond signiﬁcantly to per-
turbations in surface ﬂuxes. Such a situation may arise in the tropics in low
wind conditions. These experiments can be considered as an initial attempt
to understand organisation processes observed in more realistic situations by
introducing more realistic lower boundary conditions.
Chapter6
Conclusions
Clusters of convective clouds are an important phenomena in the tropics that
occur over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Convection manifested
in organised systems is responsible for the majority of tropical rainfall and
the process of organisation has also been recently suggested as a potential
regulator of climate, hence understanding how and why tropical convection
organizes is important to improve our insight on the tropical and global cli-
mate variability. An in-depth understanding of the mechanisms that lead to
organisation will pave the way to the inclusion of the eﬀect of self-organisation
in parameterizations of convection in global circulation models.
Towards this goal, three dimensional idealized modelling of convective or-
ganisation in radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) was employed. The tool
for this experimentation was a model that employed convection-permitting
horizontal resolutions (CRM). The general setup of the model uses a domain
size of 500 by 500 km as suggested by Muller and Held (2012), who found
self-aggregation on domain size larger than 200 km. The general set up was
idealized, with periodic lateral conditions implying no interaction with the
larger-scale ﬂow, no topography, and an underlying ocean surface. The model
was used to conduct a number of long term simulations ranging from 15 to 100
days in order to address the research questions set out in the introduction of
this thesis:
 Using a ﬁxed-SST, convection permitting CRM experiment, can we re-
produce the results of previous research regarding the spontaneous or-
ganisation and its key drivers?
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This question is addressed in chapter 3, which discusses in detail the control
experiment conducted using ﬁxed SST with no mean wind and Coriolis force
for the duration of 70 days. The system displays a small dry patch in the early
stage of the simulation and this dry patch eventually expands and dominates
most of the domain. This is indicated by a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in TCWV
between dry and moist quartiles as the simulation evolves to equilibrium states.
The variation between dry and moist region is also manifested in the vertical
proﬁles of RH and hydrometers, where the proﬁles of the dry quartiles were
increasingly get drier while the moist quartiles become moister as the self-
organisation process intensiﬁes. As a result, the domain is divided into a
moist region where all convection occurs and a dry region where all convection
is suppressed.
To better quantify the state of organisation, a simple organisation index,
Iorg, is introduced in the thesis based on the comparison of nearest neighbour
distances between updraft cores to the expected distribution if the convection
were randomly organised. Iorg provides precise information on the level of clus-
tering (greater than 0.5), randomness (equal to 0.5) and regularity (less than
0.5) of convective ﬁelds at equilibrium, and potentially allowed the clustering
to be determined as a function of spatial scale, and also for the statistical
testing to be conducted on the organisational state classiﬁcation. For the
control run, the Iorg index also conﬁrms the onset and intensiﬁcation of self-
organisation with higher values (greater than 0.5) starting from around day 20
of the simulation.
The mechanisms responsible for the organisation of convection are inves-
tigated using frozen moist static energy budget and the diabatic correlation
terms, using Wing and Emanuel (2014) approach. Horizontal convergence of
vertically integrated FMSE and diabatic processes are demonstrated in the
context of their impact on the evolution of self-organisation process. The di-
abatic processes include the involvement of shortwave, longwave, latent heat
and sensible heat ﬂuxes are found to vary their feedback roles at diﬀerent
stages of the organisational process. For instance, longwave radiative feedback
is positive during the ﬁrst 20 days of the simulation both in dry and moist
regions of the domain but later on the longwave radiative feedback in dry re-
gions is changed to a negative feedback. The reason for change of sign in the
feedback of longwave radiation is related to the response of longwave cooling to
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the dry perturbation that is found to vary in space and time of the simulation.
Similar to the recent analysis by Emanuel et al. (2014), at the outset of the
experiment, the dry patches form ﬁrst in the upper troposphere. This reduces
the emissivity of the upper troposphere and thus increases net IR cooling from
the lower troposphere in the driest regions. The result is a diabatic forcing of
the lower tropospheric circulation, driving convergence towards the moistest
regions (note that this is shown to be dependent on the sensitivity of con-
vection to the moisture through entrainment mixing in chapter 4). However,
as the simulation and the organisation of convection progresses, the moisture
perturbation develops in the vertical and impacts the humidity in the lower
troposphere in the dry regions. The result is that the emissivity also reduces
in these regions and the IR feedback reverses between the moderately dry and
driest regions.
In contrast, the shortwave radiation ﬂux is a positive feedback in all stages
of the self-organisation process in almost all part of the domain since the
amount of shortwave radiation absorbed by atmosphere increases with increas-
ing water vapor content. The surface ﬂux feedback is a positive feedback during
the initial stage of the simulation since the gustiness of the wind oﬀsets the
air-sea enthalpy disequilibrium value found in the driest quartile. However, in
the later stages of the simulation negative surface ﬂux feedback is indicated
due to the dominance of air-sea enthalpy disequilibrium.
All the feedback mechanisms in the moisture-time ﬁeld demonstrate a
strong link between the organisation processes and the way the diabatic forces
responds. Furthermore, the upgradient transport of FMSE is a positive ad-
vection feedback which is observed in the intermediate stages of the simula-
tion. The interchanging roles of diﬀerent mechanisms at diﬀerent stages of the
simulation for the control run are found to be generally consistent with the
experiment of Wing and Emanuel (2014), who provided evidence for a distinc-
tion between the feedbacks that initialize and maintain the self-aggregation of
convection. This is encouraging since it indicates that the general role of these
feedbacks may not be overly dependent on the model physics employed, since
the modelling system employed here is distinct from the one used by Wing and
Emanuel (2014). That said, it is noted that anvil feedback in the shortwave
appear to be possibly understated in both models, and suggests that, the for-
mation of organised states is highly sensitive to the choice of the subgrid-scale
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turbulence scheme employed.
 How does the basic experimental framework such as imposed wind aﬀect
the organisation?
In order to investigate the role of imposed winds on self-organisation, addi-
tional experiments are conducted using an imposed wind of 1 ms−1, 5 ms−1 and
10 ms−1 in the model west-east direction. The experiments indicate the pres-
ence of self-organisation in all the experiments, however the experiment with
10 ms−1 imposed wind has indicated a delay on the onset of self-organisation.
This eﬀect is related to the inﬂuence of imposed wind in aﬀecting gust fronts
of cold pools. Hence, it is suggested that if the imposed wind is strong enough
to halt the spread of the gust front, it can slow down the organisation process.
 How does the updraught entrainment process and its representation in
the subgrid parameterization aﬀect the equilibrium state?
Similar to previous studies in this ﬁeld, the experiments in this thesis em-
ployed 2 km horizontal resolution. Since this grid spacing resolves deep con-
vective cores marginally, all entrainment into updraught cores is represented
by the subgrid-scale turbulence scheme and thus a number of sensitivity tests
to the mixing scheme choice are conducted to identify how the sub-grid mixing
determined entrainment aﬀects the self-organisation. The role of updraught
entrainment process on the organisation of convection is investigated in chap-
ter 4. The representation of sub-plume turbulence and entrainment processes
depend on sub-grid scale parameterizations such as ﬁrst order Smagorinski ap-
proach applied in 2 or 3 dimensions and a 1.5 order TKE closure. A number
of experiments are conducted by varying the sub-grid mixing schemes and it
is found that self-organisation is sensitive to the choice of these schemes.
Two experiments use the 3D Smagorinski approach to calculate their hori-
zontal sub-grid mixing coeﬃcient (xkmh), which accounts for the full 3D wind
shear tensor (most critically regarding convective entrainment, including the
horizontal shear of the vertical wind component) and the vertical buoyancy
gradient. In one experiment the calculation of the vertical mixing coeﬃcient
(xkmv) uses the YSU PBL scheme which can also account for non-local mass
transport; while in the second, the 3D Smagorinski also handles vertical mix-
ing with the local approach. Both schemes lead to the strong organisation of
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convection, although the strength of the organisation is slightly greater with
the non-local vertical mixing, which apparently increased the rate at which the
growing dry perturbation was mixed vertical throughout the troposphere.
Experiments that use the same YSU PBL scheme for the vertical sub-
grid mixing but vary the calculation of horizontal mixing by replacing the 3D
Smagorinski approach with either the 2D version of the scheme (that pointedly
does not include the vertical wind shear term) or the 1.5 order TKE scheme
showed drastic diﬀerences, in that convection organisation was absent when
the 3D Smagorinki scheme was not employed. This indicates that horizon-
tal mixing had a very strong inﬂuence on the establishment of organisation,
stronger than the vertical mixing.
Horizontal mixing can potentially play two roles in the organisation of
convection, acting as both a positive and negative feedback. For example, hor-
izontal mixing between the dry and moist regions would tend to remove large
scale gradients of moisture and destroy organisation, as in the experiments of
Grabowski and Moncrieﬀ (2004) who employed a horizontal Newtonian relax-
ation term as an artiﬁcial strong mixing between moist and dry regions and
destroyed convective organisation as a result. It is likely that mixing on the
mesoscale is underrepresented in these idealized modelling frameworks where
periodic boundary conditions are employed with zero shear at the domain
scale. Eddies at the scales approaching the domain size are likely underrepre-
sented as evidenced by the spectra of Wing and Timothy (2015) which show
less activity than expected on wavelengths exceeding one tenth of the domain
length. However, this lack of mesoscale eddies is an issue of the experimental
set up (which is being investigated with further experiments not reported in
this thesis) and is not an artifact of the turbulence scheme, since away from
the convective updrafts in the free troposphere, ﬂow is approximately laminar
and all three turbulence closure approaches simply diagnose the minimum or
close to the minimum diﬀusion mixing.
The second way in which mixing is important, is the entrainment in up-
drafts. Entrainment is still poorly understood and the subject of active re-
search with high resolution models (Romps, 2010; Romps and Kuang, 2010b;
Sherwood et al., 2013) but it is clear that with a 2 km resolution that re-
sults in updrafts of one or a few grid points that the turbulence scheme is
responsible for all entrainment mixing. In contrast to mesoscale mixing in the
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horizontal, entrainment mixing is a strong positive feedback on organisation.
This is because entrainment of dry air causes much evaporative cooling and
reduces updraught buoyancy. Thus strong entrainment mixing only allows the
survival of deep convection and its ability to reach the radiative tropopause in
moist regions; a positive feedback on organisation. Without the vertical wind
shear source term, the 2D Smagorinski scheme produced very weak entrain-
ment mixing, meaning deep convection can occur in regions with a developing
upper tropospheric dry patch, detraining water there and negating the dry
patch as a result, preventing the onset of convective organisation.
The 1.5 order TKE scheme does include a vertical wind shear term, but
possibly as a result of the prognostic nature of the scheme and the scheme's pa-
rameter setting choices, horizontal mixing, while enhanced near updraft cores,
was nevertheless considerably weaker than with the use of the 3D Smagorinski
scheme and convection organisation did not occur. If the above hypothesis
that entrainment mixing is key for organisation is correct, the theory predicts
that increasing the mixing strength of the TKE scheme should lead to convec-
tive organisation. A series of experiments were therefore conducted increasing
the eddy transport coeﬃcient, which would act to scale the turbulence ﬁeld
without changing the spatial distribution. These experiments demonstrated
that increasing the mixing by approximately a factor of three was suﬃcient to
reestablish convective organisation in the experiments. The results of chapter
4 thus show that the entrainment mixing process appears to be a necessary
but non-suﬃcient condition for the onset of self-organisation.
 How does the boundary conditions such as employing an interactive SST
aﬀect the self-aggregation state?
This question is the topic of section 5.2, which introduce two diﬀerent slab
ocean models to investigate the role of interactive SST in self-organisation
process. The ﬁrst slab model imposes a ﬁxed mixed layer depth. Three exper-
iments are conducted using a ﬁxed mixed layer depth of 50, 10 and 2 m, and
exhibited diﬀerent organisation behavior based on their mixed layer depths.
The experiments with shall mixed layer depth (10 and 2 m) prevent organi-
sation, while the 50 m experiment display organisation structure. The former
two experiments indicate the possibility of restricting self-organisation through
the action of interactive SST that can be inﬂuenced by negative feedback of
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shortwave radiation in convective regions. In contrast, the deep ﬁxed mixed
layer experiment (50 m) is accompanied by strong positive feedback of long-
wave radiation and surface ﬂuxes that enables it to overcome the negative
feedback of shortwave radiation.
The second slab model allows deepening of the mixed layer according to
an imposed wind stress and heat transfer to a deeper ocean layer. This ex-
periment displays a characteristics of self-organisation with a signiﬁcant diﬀer-
ence between the quartiles of column water vapor. The mixing of heat to the
deeper ocean layer apparently weakens the negative feedbacks that acts with
the simple slab ocean model, having shallow mixed layer depths, and allow
organisation to proceed, but further analysis of these preliminary experiments
is required. Nevertheless, it is apparent that caution must be applied when
interpreting the results of very simple modelling frameworks. For example, the
simple addition of a subduction heat ﬂux and deeper mixed layers are already
adequate to negate the impact of the slab ocean in this case.
6.1 Recommendations
In this thesis, the mechanisms that controls the spontaneous organisation of
convection is investigated in an idealized environment and subsequently with
the introduction of lower boundary conditions in sensitivity tests that showed
the important role of imposed wind and interactive SST for self-organisation of
convection. A natural extension is to continue the investigation of interactive
SST runs and determine origin of longer time scale oscillations. Furthermore,
the interactive SST experiments that use an ocean slab with ﬁxed mixed layer
depth require further investigation to understand if there is correlation between
mixed layer depth and level of the organisation.
A sharp gradient between moist and dry regions was observed in all the
experiments that demonstrate organisation of convection. However, this gra-
dient can be weaken in a more realistic setting that imposes mesoscale lateral
mixing. It would be interesting to study the impact of this lateral mixing on
the level of convection clustering as an additional step towards understanding
the self-organisation process in less idealized situations.
Finally, the research in the thesis relied heavily on the moist static energy
anomaly budgets that were introduced by Wing and Emanuel (2014). While
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informative, these budgets do not account for the impact of diabatic tendencies
on the local moist convective stability. For example, one can consider the
alternative impact of applying an atmospheric temperature anomaly in either
the upper or lower troposphere that are equivalent in terms of their change in
the column integrated moist static energy. The diagnostical approach of Wing
and Emanuel (2014) used here, does not diﬀerentiate between the two imposes
anomalies; their moist static energy change is equivalent. However, a cooling
in the lower troposphere locally increases the convective inhibition energy and
decreases CAPE, and is likely to decrease the possibility of convection in the
vicinity of the perturbation. In contrast, an upper tropospheric temperature
anomaly increase CAPE, and may increase convective mass ﬂux in the region
of the anomaly. Thus, it is crucial that further metrics are added to the
diagnostic armory in order to further improve our understanding of convective
organisation.
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